
Topic Name: Reducing Housing Costs
 
Idea Title: Help people, not developers - Part 2

 
Idea Detail: (Continued from Part 1)

 

If the city and school board collected the full proportionate share of these growth costs, there

would be $7 million to $8 million every year available to provide housing assistance for long-

term Bellingham residents who really need it.  A portion of that could be used to reduce

property taxes.

 

Why do we currently subsidize the cost of a new house that will be purchased by someone

moving to Bellingham from another state?  That’s foolish.  Stop doing that and start helping

Bellingham residents who have lived here for awhile but need housing assistance.

 
Idea Author: Larry H

 
Number of Stars 22

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Help people, not developers - Part 1

 
Idea Detail: It would never be appropriate for the City of Bellingham to use taxpayer funds to

reduce the cost of housing.  On the other hand, there are times when the City of Bellingham

should consider providing housing assistance to long-term Bellingham residents.

 

Let’s help people, not developers.

 

The best way to do this is to stop subsidizing the cost of all housing indiscriminately as the city

currently does.  The city only collects about a third of the impact fees needed to provide the

additional roads, parks and fire protection equipment necessary to accommodate growth.  This

is known as the full proportionate share.  The Bellingham School Board also collects about a

third of the impact fees needed to accommodate growth. 

 

(continued at Help people, not developers - Part 2)

 
Idea Author: Larry H

 
Number of Stars 20
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Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Upzones should not be free - density should be purchased

 
Idea Detail: It has always seemed odd to me that when we upzone an area and land values

increase significantly overnight we give that increased value away for free and then when the

public seeks a downzone that is considered a "take" and needs to be purchased at the new

increased market value.  We could pay for a lot of affordable housing if we taxed the "GIVES"

when upzones are put in place. This would be done by creating areas where density is

available for purchase with cash or by providing a certain number of units of affordable

housing. This would be an expansion of the density bonus idea but with also a bank funded by

purchase of available density.    

 
Idea Author: Chris W

 
Number of Stars 18

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: To support critical needs for housing for homeless

 
Idea Detail: Housing the homeless saves money locally, regionally, & nationally. "Housing

First"  is a proven model for success when partnered with mental health assistance and other

intervention programs designed to support people to begin to meet their own basic needs.

Getting people off the streets & out of jails is a win-win for everyone. 

 
Idea Author: Julie C

 
Number of Stars 12

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Bellingham should stay out of "the market", focus on land

 
Idea Detail: Probably never.  Bellingham cannot possibly make much of a difference in market

forces, except perhaps to make housing more expensive for some.  Spend our money fixing

our crumbling streets, maintaining LOS for public safety, and putting sidewalks in front of my

home that was annexed back in the 1940's please.  The job of the city is sewer, water, roads,

and public safety, not to participate in development.  Here's a slide showing what people care

about when it comes to transportation.  I wish there were room for 2 more slides...
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Idea Author: Jack P

 
Number of Stars 7

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: Hello Jack,

 

Bellingham, and most other cities, cannot afford to "stay out" of the housing market.

 

Shaun Donovan, U.S. Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, gave this warning last

December.

 

    "We are in the midst of the worst rental affordability crisis that this country has known."

      "Over four years, [there’s been] a 43 percent increase in the number of Americans with

worst-case housing needs," says Donovan. "Let's be clear what that means: They're paying

more than half of every dollar they earn for housing."

 

http://goo.gl/Sdds6F

 

Federal Housing Spending Is Poorly Matched to Need.

 

http://goo.gl/MXkKhk

 

Can anyone say, "rentier capitalism?"

| By Martin B

 
Comment 2: "Ouch" might say those of us who spend an unaffordable amount per month on

housing, in spite of working hard, following the rules and paying our taxes. "Out Of Reach" just

reported that, In Bellingham, the Housing Wage to afford a 2-bedroom apartment is over $18

per hour full-time ($38,000 per year)  and the Housing Wage to afford a 3-bedroom apartment.

over $26 per hour full-time ($55,000 per year). (See http://nlihc.org/oor/washington and use

Compare Jurisdictions to select Bellingham.)

 

If more of the components of the housing system were working together better, Bellingham

could improve the system we have now.  Instead of failing to provide enough affordable

homes, the housing system could be creating construction jobs and enterprise opportunities

while producing more homes working people could afford to lease or own. 

 

There are helpful roles for most parts of the housing system, and a few roles for City Hall when

it acts on behalf of the mutual self-interest of its citizenry. 
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One of this decade's biggest challenges is how more homes can become more affordable in

spite of so many jobs paying much less than a Housing Wage, in spite of land being pricier,

and in spite of the surprisingly high cost of basic construction.  | By Paul S

 
Idea Title: When it takes for form of free or reduced-price bus service

 
Idea Detail: There are more costs to living in a home that just the price of the home.  If a family

could let go of a vehicle, they save on purchase price, maintenance, insurance, gas...  That

might be some $5000 per year per vehicle...  Has a nice side-effect of improving traffic and

other issues as well.

 

What is the threshold -- does anyone know -- that is holding folks back right now?  One

complaint I've heard is that even though the bus schedule would work out during the week, it

only comes by once per hour on Saturday, and not at all on Sunday, which makes it necessary

to keep an extra car.

 
Idea Author: David C

 
Number of Stars 7

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Does anyone on the city council / mayors office own a bus pass / regularly take

the bus?  Curious is all -- how well you know it / how seriously it can be considered. | By David

C

 
Idea Title: Housing for the homeless

 
Idea Detail: I do not believe the city's scarce housing funds are well spent on trying to directly

subsidize the lower middle class. The most that could be achieved there is to help out a small

percentage of those who need it, and that would mean discriminating in favor of some over

others equally deserving. But we have a homelessness problem that is much more

manageable than that, and currently costs us outrageous sums in policing and emergency

health care without solving the underlying problem. Other cities and the state of Utah have

discovered that providing permanent housing to the homeless not only solves the underlying

problem, but also saves a lot of money. It's a win-win-win solution that offers a genuine

opportunity for Downtown revitalization. What better way to get the homeless out of the parks

and off the streets, while recognizing their humanity and making it possible for them to rebuild

lives?

 
Idea Author: Andrew R
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Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: When it costs less than the alternatives

 
Idea Detail: When the public cost for taxpayer-funded alternative support exceeds the cost of

publicly subsided housing, it is obviously more efficient for government to act.  If such

intervention reduces public costs while also enhancing both general and individual qualities of

life, it is a wwin all around.  

 
Idea Author: EJames B

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Rarely

 
Idea Detail: We have a program doing this for low-income housing.  We're talking about doing

it to encourage urban village construction. Encouraging denser development in the urban core

makes sense, if you can find people who want to live there.  But we are now saying we can't

expand the UGA into the south Yew Street area because the city doesn't have the money to fix

"existing deficiencies" there, in fire protection, streets and utility service.  If we don't have the

money to fix EXISTING deficiencies in Bellingham, do we have the financial wherewithall to

underwrite the cost of future housing?  

 
Idea Author: Linda T

 
Number of Stars 4

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: If any UGA expansion has to happen, which I do not think it does at this time, the

Yew St area is where it shoudl go. If a  developer wants to develop in the area, he should be

the one that has to pay for the utilities, etc. Isn't there a Bellingham school in that area right

now. The Yew St. area is not rural at all and when expansion is needed in the future that is

where it should go. | By Ddonna M

 
Idea Title: When it is tied to income
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Idea Detail: Agree, we should not be subsidizing growth for its own sake. But as housing costs

in the city reach levels that displace service-class and other low income workers, it's in the

interests of the community to ensure we can retain those people here where they work.

 

The commonly-voiced solution to increase housing supply just has too many well-established

downsides it creates sprawl and community integrity ends up suffering the death of a thousand

cuts, one subdivision at a time. Underwriting affordable housing for those that need it is

extremely problematic, but still a more promising direction.

 
Idea Author: Allen M

 
Number of Stars 4

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Support working families

 
Idea Detail: When a single parent is working and still can't afford a place to live in Bellingham,

everyone loses. What do they do? Do they sell their car and rely on busses? (Then they can't

move off the bus line, where it's cheaper!) Do they move out to outlying areas, increasing

commute costs? I don't want to see us become like the bay area, where low-wage workers

can't live in the communities where they work. We need to keep Bellingham diverse.

 

The waiting lists for housing are too long! Women are staying with abusive partners because

they know they won't be able to find a place to move themselves and their kids! A single

woman with kids can't just find a room in a share house. She needs a proper, safe apartment.

And she can't wait years to get it.

 
Idea Author: Jillian N

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Provide housing options for the homeless

 
Idea Detail: From a social standpoint, we should treat our homeless population with the same

dignity and respect as any other citizen. Currently, we provide housing and food for criminals in

the way of prisons. We should, at a bare minimum, provide a better standard of service to law-

abiding homeless citizens by giving them food, shelter, and medical attention. We need to
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provide career counseling and recovery options for this important segment of our population.

From an economic standpoint, it is far more expensive to ignore this section of the population

then to provide services to them. We have citizens who rob a bank for $1 and willingly wait for

arrest in order to receive the services we provide our prisoners. It costs far more to send them

through our justice system then to treat them with basic human services such as shelter, food,

and medical attention. This is the most important area our government can assist in reducing

the cost of housing.

 
Idea Author: Izaac P

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Government should shoulder more of the infrastructure costs

 
Idea Detail: Currently the builder is required to develop all of roads and underground, handle

storm water and then pay an additional $30,000 +/- in impact fees and hookup fee.  Each of

these additional cost should be reviewed to determine whether they are cost effective.

 
Idea Author: Bill H

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: I disagree also. The developer is the one that will make the money and he should

be the one to pay for the fees. Property taxes are too high now for seniors and should not be

made to pay anymore. | By Ddonna M

 
Comment 2: I disagree.  The City of Bellingham does not have the funds to shoulder more of

the infrastructure costs.  What you are really saying is "force existing taxpayers to fund these

costs." 

 

As a Bellingham homeowner whose property taxes have risen by more than twice the rate of

inflation since purchasing in 2002, I have no interest in a property tax increase to subsidize

more growth.

 

Growth should pay its own way.  What we need to do is raise impact fees so existing taxpayers

are not forced to subsidize development they don't want. | By Larry H
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Idea Title: When bank lending is tight

 
Idea Detail: When it is difficult for first-time buyers or middle income buyers to get a bank loan.

Sometimes it's hard for middle income buyers to come up with the down payment required

even though they are not a risk for making payments. That's a good time for the government to

step in and help out. 

 
Idea Author: David G

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: When infrastructure deficiencies get out of control

 
Idea Detail: I used $5.68 worth of water over the past 2 months but my water/sewer bill is

$168.00. $162.00 of which are "base fees".  The house was built in 1968.  It has been vacant

(undergoing a remodel). I can't imagine what a typical family must have to pay.... Seems like

we are being penalized/taxed for the past indiscretions in City infrastructure budgeting.

 
Idea Author: Darcy J

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: After a market affordability has been promoted  

 
Idea Detail: Government should adopt regulations that respond to the changing housing

market in Bellingham. We need to assign increased zoning density and regulatory flexibility to

our undeveloped land. Doing so will allow our community to adapt to changing housing trends

and increase housing options that our affordable . The housing paradigm is shifting and our

regulations should follow. Smaller lots, reduced setbacks, town-homes, ADU's, etc....

 
Idea Author: Garrett O

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Only in instances where low-income housing is not available
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Idea Detail: We are confronting this issue today.  Protectionist views in the established

neighborhoods are making it very difficult for the City to ensure that population may be

accommodated within the City limits.  Accordingly, we have to look to annexations and

infrastructure upgrades to make those accommodations possible, annexations and upgrades

that come at a substantial cost. 

 

The City has the ability, if they would chose to exercise that ability, to make zoning and land

use decisions that increase the supply of buildable lands and, hopefully, keep land prices down

sufficiently to allow construction of a wide variety of housing forms.  Where we are now is land

use decisions that severely constrict the land supply driving land prices up and, consequently,

ensuring that builders must build expensive homes even just to recoup their land costs and a

reasonable profit. 

 

Economic laws are immutable; you can't legislate them away.  If the City won't work on land

supply, it will cost us all!

 
Idea Author: Perry E

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Scare tactics notwithstanding, the claim that the city cannot meet its obligation

under the GMA to identify sufficient land for housing is simply unfounded. 

 

There is enough land within the city and its UGA to accommodate approximately 33,000

additional residents.  The mid-range forecast anticipates the city's population will increase by

approximately 28,000. 

 

Contrary to the claim made, it is not difficult for the city to ensure the additional population will

be accommodated. | By Larry H

 
Idea Title: Government should only get involved streamlining the process

 
Idea Detail: There are many ways that the City could make it easier for the private sector,

primarily by getting out of the way, reducing buffer requirements around wetland where

appropriate. reducing the impact fees etc.

 
Idea Author: Bill H

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: To create shared facilities for those who need housing
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Idea Detail: Anything Government may choose to do will be paid for largely by home-owning

tax payers locally, as well as all income tax payers through use of Federal and state grants.

So government spending should mirror our basic goals as a culture. Ideally, we take care of

our elders, our sick, and other troubled people who need help. How to do this without breaking

the backs of working/taxpaying people in light of an increasingly elderly and "disabled" portion

of our population is the challenge. Centralized facilities both public and private have done the

trick historically. Work houses, orphanages, old folks homes, and boarding houses all have

their place and need not be horrific if we embrace providing social programs to go along with

them. Providing prevention, intervention, education, and re-education will  be cheaper than

dealing instead in jails and public underwriting of basic social and health care needs provided

through emergency rooms. 

 
Idea Author: Julie C

 
Number of Comments 0
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Topic Name: Sustainable Communities
 
Idea Title: Encourage infill growth downtown and in urban villages

 
Idea Detail: Denser development has less environmental footprint, brings economies of scale

for public transportation, more cost-effective for City infrastructure, and takes the pressure off

of existing sigle-family neighborhoods to accommodate growth.

 
Idea Author: Stowe T

 
Number of Stars 20

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Yep. | By Michael L

 
Idea Title: Affordable small-home urban villages

 
Idea Detail: Let's buy run-down hotels on Samish and build urban villages of 600-1200sq

single family homes for lower-middle-class working families. More efficient, community

oriented, green commuting to work etc. 

 
Idea Author: Fred S

 
Number of Stars 18

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: I was being a bit hyperbolic in suggesting that the city could buy them, but I think

the city does need to take drastic measures to help the culture and economy of Samish way. I

know there is a 30 year plan, but I'm afraid thoughtless franchise developers are going to keep

Samish the way it is. And better developers will not want to invest until the culture is different.

It's a chicken egg thing. Why is a Walgreens going in when there is Rite Aid blocks away. Why

not modernized urban housing or a local business? | By Fred S

 
Comment 2: I love your idea, but please realize that the city does not have that kind of

taxpayer money to use. Even moderate sized properties are tens of millions of dollars.

Perhaps we can llok for ways to encourage the current owners, or new owners, to follow your

ideas. | By Michael L

 
Idea Title: Build inward, build green, provide amenities people love.
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Idea Detail: Compelling research shows public health goes up, negative environmental impact

goes down and economies thrive when people are given housing options (supported by transit

options) that are close to where they work, play, shop and study. We have an opportunity and

an obligation to provide leadership in growth management, just as we have in clean energy,

energy efficiency, local economic development, green building, local food and farm support,

not to mention great schools, parks, and much more. Thanks!

 
Idea Author: Derek L

 
Number of Stars 17

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Hold pat on urban limits. Grow in the urban core.

 
Idea Detail: Improve bike and walking trails and public transit to support it.

Make sure store bought items can be gotten there including affordable food.

 
Idea Author: Harvey S

 
Number of Stars 15

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: More single-family housing, too

 
Idea Detail: Use infill and annexation; approve residential projects before Bellingham housing

costs price middle-class wage earners out of the housing market. Jobs will leave when staff

can't afford to live in the city. Downtown apartments are great -- lets have more! -- but if we

don't build single-family homes to meet demand we'll get more sprawl and more commuting

from neighboring communities.

 
Idea Author: Bob P

 
Number of Stars 14

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Standardize design for recycle, compost, and garbage bins
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Idea Detail: Bellingham is continuing to lead when it comes to more sustainable waste options,

however it's often confusing to figure out where to put waste when you are eating out. Let's

offer some stickers/signage that is standardized city-wide. Then regardless of what restaurant

you visit, waste sorting will feel second-nature. It should save us all money and effort in the

long-run. 

 
Idea Author: Fred S

 
Number of Stars 12

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Home-Grown Jobs

 
Idea Detail: Continue to support local businesses and start-ups that can create local jobs that

can support the economy and predicted growth.

 
Idea Author: Beth K

 
Number of Stars 11

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Light Rail to Seattle

 
Idea Detail: Many 'hamsters have business in Seattle and travel there frequently.  

 
Idea Author: Robby A

 
Number of Stars 11

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Make it easy for people to walk, bike and bus.

 
Idea Detail: I think we have room for many more people in a vibrant Bellingham.  But if we all

continue to drive alone, this growth will have more negative impacts. I'd like to see us continue

to make it easier and easier for people to walk, bike and ride the bus.  I'd also like to see us

make it a little harder (meaning more expensive) for people to drive alone.  For this we get

increased health and wellness for individuals, safer and more friendly neighborhoods, and

cleaner air and water.  I support infrastructure improvements and increased transit frequency. I
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also suppport programs that help people make more of their trips by walking, biking and riding

the bus.  

 
Idea Author: Maureen M

 
Number of Stars 10

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Bellingham is doing a great job of promoting green spaces.

 
Idea Detail: Keep our farmlands, no more sprawl!   Promote downtown, but also clean up

meridian and northwest avenues near Columbia  and Eldridge. These biz areas should have

the curb appeal of Fairhaven, but often look like strip malls.  The fountain district should be

adorable. 

 

Also, the homeless throngs along Holly are a shame.  A central beautiful park is overrun.

Move the mission and save Holly street area.  I would like to feel safe walking from Columbia

neighborhood to downtown.

 

Little Squalicum beach could also be helped out.  It is polluted.  If my dog drinks the water from

the creek he will have diarrhea. 

 
Idea Author: Lisa J

 
Number of Stars 10

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Lower home prices so we can buy a home near our work

 
Idea Detail: I'm not sure why there is such a limited supply of affordable homes for the middle

class, but I'd really like to see that supply grow. I think there's room for improvement in the

city's building codes, perhaps making it easier for owners to build secondary dwelling units on

their property.

 

As it is, a lot of us are being forced to choose between becoming homeowners OR being able

to walk/bike/bus for work and pleasure.

 

An alternative, perhaps temporary, would be continued growth of urban villages, where we can

walk to the trail, the grocery store, the gym, the coffee shop, and the bus stop. 
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Idea Author: Nicole B

 
Number of Stars 10

 
Number of Comments 4

 
Comment 1: The Economist just posted an article on this very subject, at the big-city level:

http://www.economist.com/news/leaders/21647614-poor-land-use-worlds-greatest-cities-

carries-huge-cost-space-and-city

| By Bob P

 
Comment 2: Michael, I think the city has more influence here than you're letting on. By finding

reasons to reject annexations and developments (Yew St, Padden Trails, Squaulicum Lofts,

etc.), by taking long-designated residential land out of play (Chuckanut Highlands), and by not

supporting high-density projects (Sunnyland DOT, Consolidation Ave apartments) the City

effectively raises the prices of all residential development by using process and regulation

(and, to be fair, neighborhood association nimby-ism) to constrain the number of new units

built.

 

In each of these cases there's a reasonable-sounding reason for the specific limitation / denial,

but the 5+ year pattern is to deny/shrink every significant new project. Not only is this limiting

our unit growth, it is sending a "don't bother" message to would-be housing developers. | By

Bob P

 
Comment 3: Why don't you limit the maximum housing footprint to something reasonable like

1500 for a 2 story and 2000 for a 1 story (to encourage the lack of 1 stories available for aging

demographics.) There is a nexus to public health and safety in impaired watersheds (i.e.

almost everywhere in Bham) and this would force developers to stop building McMansions for

the rich. Maximize the developers fees that can be charged to minimize public subsidies so

that this money can be spent on actually helping out middle and low income families instead of

developers.  | By wendy H

 
Comment 4: Reducing the cost to build homes may be mostly beyond the reach of what the

city government can do. It is possible, however, to adjust our building fees and development

charges, to lower the costs in areas already built up while increasing the costs of development

out on the edges of town where public services are more expensive to provide. But this would

help out maybe $5 to $10,000 in costs at the most. Is that enough to make the difference for a

builder? I think it's worth trying.

 

Urban centers are a big possibility, because each unit in a mid-rise building can be less

expensive than a stand-alone house. Some people are quite interested in this kind of "city
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living," close to jobs and activities. Other people are not. I think it's one part of the overall

solution. | By Michael L

 
Idea Title: Live with what we have

 
Idea Detail: You make the assumption that we must grow. I challenge you to think about what

a successful community looks like in a post growth Anthropocene era, where are are running

out of land and other finite natural resources. The idea that we can keep growing is not

sustainable, and we need to stop perpetuating this myth. We need to think about things like

carrying capacity and resiliency and stop pretending everything is OK. The same things that

have caused the problems can not be used as solutions. No one is really being bold and

visionary, because that looks like something we have not created yet, and it involves a

completely new paradigm. Can we please just admit the severity of our situation and the reality

that we are living in a different world than we were born into?

 
Idea Author: wendy H

 
Number of Stars 9

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Support classy beer tourism

 
Idea Detail: Bellingham has a thriving brewing community. Let's continue to support safe and

classy beer tourism. Let's think up more creative festivals and tasting events. Let's bike or bus

people into the downtown so they don't have to park there.

 
Idea Author: Fred S

 
Number of Stars 8

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Have you heard of the Bellingham Tap Trail? It's relatively new, but it may be

close to what you are thinking about. | By Michael L

 
Idea Title: More multi use buildings

 
Idea Detail: Use Fairhaven and Barkley condos as an example.  Have store on the first floor

and living quarters on the upper floors.  Make some condos family friendly with playgrounds

nearby and childcare in building.
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Idea Author: Tiffany H

 
Number of Stars 8

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: I agree. This is already in the city's plans, and we have passed the land use rules

to help it happen. Now we need to wait for private landowners, who own the land, to take

advantage of the opportunity. What more can we do, should we do, to encourage private land

owners to go this route? | By Michael L

 
Idea Title: Improve and encourage energy efficient transportation

 
Idea Detail: As the city grows, it will be important to have more environmentally sensitive and

efficient modes of transportation.  Thus,

 

1. Increase amount, frequency and coverage of bus routes.  To build awareness, use basic

economics and behavioral science.  Start by making all buses free for one week, letting

everyone know that rates will rise by, say, 25 cents per week until a much higher fare is

reached.  Analyze rider statistics to determine what fare level will maximize bus revenue, thus

allowing for more expansion of service, etc.

 

2. Add dedicated bike lanes (much as Seattle has done on 2nd Ave) for major thoroughfares.

Pay for this by selling advertising on or around the lanes (e.g. on the lanes, on the dividers

between bike lanes and car lanes).

 

3. Require that all commercial sites that provide parking in the city dedicate a certain % of

spaces for vehicles that achieve gas mileage of, say, 150% of CAFE requirements. 

 

 
Idea Author: Alton C

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: A holistic approach to growth

 
Idea Detail: To create a sustainable community, we need a holistic approach to growth rather

than simply accepting that growth will occur or that growth is always good. 
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1) Will additional growth be economically beneficial or detrimental? Will the rising costs

associated with sacrificing important ecological services exceed the declining benefits?

2) Will the additional expenses of growth exceed the additional revenues?

3) What is our region's true carrying capacity and what are our limits to growth?

4) Can we have infinite growth in a finite space with finite resources?

5) What is our end game?  If we cannot grow forever, where do we stop?

6) What portion of our growth is synthetic and created by advertising, promotion and growth

subsidies?

7) If we are truly concerned about growth consuming our agricultural and resource lands and

sprawling onto rural lands - all problems caused by a growing population - wouldn't we be wise

to stop promoting, advertising for, and subsidizing growth.

 

 
Idea Author: Larry H

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Utilize existing Lake Whatcom to Bellingham Bay  water pipe

 
Idea Detail: There is an existing 6' diameter water pipe which was installed in order to transport

lake water to the GP waste water lagoon.  This water was used to dilute the toxic effluent

before it was discharged into the Bay.  I propose that this pipe instead power a generating

turbine.  The bulk of this project and greatest expense, the construction of the pipeline, is

already completed.  The nearby electrical cogeneration facility is fully tied into the grid.  I

believe that I read something done by 20/20 Engineering about the feasibility of this idea.  A

source of inexpensive hydro power opens up numerous possibilities regarding what could be

done with the power.   Innovative  ideas such as powering an electric bus system powered by

home grown power become practible.

 
Idea Author: Richard A

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 4

 
Comment 1: No anserws to my question of why Harcourt?  Are people in Ireland smarter than

those here in Bellingham?  The outrage committed by the port continues.  The public has been

ignored all along the way.   | By Richard A
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Comment 2: Let's all push, push, push , the port commissioners to push Harcourt to follow this

sustainable pathway.  By the way,  Harcourt?  Nobody local could develop the Granary? | By

Richard A

 
Comment 3: I have been pushing a similar idea for hydropower for a couple years, with little to

show for my work. The city commissioned some feasibility studies that showed hydropower

using the old G-P pipe was a money-earner only half of the year. In the drier years, lake level

could not be guaranteed to allow enough flow down the water pipe. That's in large part

because the whole water rights situation in the county has changed.

 

I have not given up, and it still might work if there was another large commercial water use

down on the waterfront, to guarantee a steady flow. Another possibility is a private party that

could operate a smaller micro-hydropower facility and still make a profit. Tollhouse Energy has

proposed as much to the Port of Bellingham, using the basement of the old Granary building,

but the Port did not take them up on the offer. Maybe it can still happen. | By Michael L

 
Comment 4: An additional idea for an innovative use of this sustainabe electrical power.  How

about an overhead cable tramway which connects the university with the waterfront.  Such a

tramway could eventually be extended so that downtown, the University, and the waterfront

are all connected. | By Richard A

 
Idea Title: Maintain small town, single family neighborhood character.

 
Idea Detail: No more ADUs.

 
Idea Author: Steven N

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Bellingham needs economic vitality

 
Idea Detail: The more regulations that are imposed on Bellingham properties and business, the

less diverse and economic activity we will get. To pay to keep Bellingham safe, clean, and

livable; people need to be capable of starting business with some predictability that they will be

profitable. Profit pays for the businesses long term future, pays for jobs, taxes, consumer

activity and all builds a stronger community.

 
Idea Author: Kristin K
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Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Quality single family housing near the city center

 
Idea Detail: As a middle-class worker who works downtown and is looking for housing for a

family in the near future, many of the options for single family homes near downtown are

trending towards being cost-prohibitive. I would love to continue working and living in this city

and raise a family here, but the current trajectory has Bellingham on the path to being a city

where the average person cannot afford to live, but rather has to commute into, which is a

tragedy. Having more quality single family housing near Bellingham's downtown allows for a

city that is better for the environment (with less and shorter commutes) and more engaged

(people are more involved with events and issues occurring where they physically live).

 
Idea Author: Chris C

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Create neighborhood based community development funds

 
Idea Detail: No one knows better what their neighborhood needs than those who live there. If

the city had a fund for neighborhood community development projects, especially if it was a

matching fund (and especially if there were more opportunities and funding available for

impoverished neighborhoods), we could see neighborhoods transformed. Neighbors would

rally together and we would see both crime and poverty go down. Projects could range from

small microloans for local-based and focused businesses, to neighborhood clean-up projects,

to creating neighborhood hubs for kids to get tutoring, engage in athletics, and the arts. If this

was neighborhood initiated and combined with the efforts of local non-profits, we would see

positive, empowering change in our communities.

 
Idea Author: John B

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: More residential home projects.
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Idea Detail: I'd like to see more residential projects approved. I want a own a home someday in

a smaller city like Bellingham, but home prices are incredibly high compared to similar cities in

the state (like Spokane). I'm afraid when the time comes for me to purchase a home, I won't be

able to find what I need in Bellingham. More housing developments could help bring new home

prices down.

 
Idea Author: Anthony V

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: Wendy, more housing does decrease its cost: not only is that a basic economic

principle, it's well-studied specifically in relation to housing: see "Manmade Scarcity Drives Up

Housing Prices" from the National Bureau of Economic Research.

 

http://www.nber.org/digest/sep05/w11129.html | By Bob P

 
Comment 2: More housing is not going to decrease cost. It just going to increase traffic and

create overcrowded parks and trails. Bellingham is out of land. Resources like land are finite.

We can not continue to grow and expand forever. The more we built, the less land is left and

the more valuable that remaining land becomes. There are other cities in Whatcom County

that are nice, but they are also facing resource limitations, primarily water. I wish there were

easy solutions.  | By wendy H

 
Idea Title: More opportunity for middle income/non apartment housing.

 
Idea Detail: You can hardly buy a move-in ready house in Bellingham proper for under

$300,000. This forces people into rentals or into homes which need a lot of work. Either

remove the roadblocks to new and affordable housing developments for middle income

families or offer tax/grant incentives to families willing to take on the massive task of

renovation.  

 
Idea Author: Robert K

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Development regulations that allow our vision!
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Idea Detail: If we want "walkable" and "bike-friendly" neighborhoods, close to urban amenities,

then we need to ensure that our development regulations allow those neighborhoods to evolve

and develop.  Yes, impact fees make development pay for development, but if those fees

encourage development outside urban areas, then we are all "paying for it" in other ways. 

 

Housing types are changing too, but our regulations only seem to encourage single family

detached and condos - that needs fixing. 

 

And we finally need to drill down and determine whether views outweigh efficient use of our

remaining buildable lands.  If we want to build in Old Town, then why are we hamstringing

those developments by requiring that they preserve the views from the small number of homes

along the bluff?  What is more important - preserving our agricultural land or ensuring that

several homes retain their view?  Tough question, but if we are thinking about our future, a

question that must be answered!

 
Idea Author: Perry E

 
Number of Stars 5

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Continue to charge developers to develop.  Consider adding to the charges to not

only cover expenses like new roads, sewers, schools etc  but to compensate property owners

who's views might be effected by development.

 

 

 

 

 

 

| By Richard A

 
Idea Title: More solar.

 
Idea Detail: 1) Encourage community solar projects on public buildings. Investors benefit from

incentive programs, the city benefits from reduced utility costs, and the environment benefits

from reduced greenhouse gases. See what Anacortes has done with community solar on their

library and other buildings.

 

2) Work with PSE to develop a utility-scale solar project on a portion of the old paper mill site.
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Idea Author: Gary A

 
Number of Stars 5

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Big-scale solar power on the old GP site is a possibility under the control of the

Port of Bellingham, not the city. I know that Port Commissioner McAuley supports the idea, but

he has not been able to get other port leaders to join him. | By Michael L

 
Idea Title: More affordable housing for middle-class wage earners

 
Idea Detail: Families will only stay in town as long as they can afford to. Bellingham could

become more and more a retirement town with the work force (and the work) moving to more

affordable neighboring cities.

 
Idea Author: Mitch R

 
Number of Stars 5

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: You are definitely not alone in your view. Almost every comment has the same

general message: where is the affordable housing for average wage earners and ordinary

families? | By Michael L

 
Idea Title: More Affordable Single Family Housing for the Middle Class

 
Idea Detail: Bellingham is quickly becoming the home to the rich, unless you want to live way

outside city limits and commute in. We need more single family homes that are affordable for

the middle class. Especially if you have a decent sized family 3+. To get anything in the city

that is in a decent neighborhood you are talking 300,000 - 400,000 to fit a family of that size.

On a single income that is not do able. You are discouraging young families from coming in

and making Bellingham their home. I have many friends who have moved away and take jobs

elsewhere not because they don't like Bellingham, but because they can't afford to settle here.

 
Idea Author: Kaleb C

 
Number of Stars 5

 
Number of Comments 3
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Comment 1: The City influences the private sector in many ways: One is by bowing to 'protect

the character of our neighborhood' arguments, which are code for 'zero new housing units, and

no ADUs, in my neighborhood'. The other is by using per-unit impact fees. If it costs $26,000 in

permits and fees (http://bbjtoday.com/blog/the-hit-of-impact-fees/1254) to build a single unit,

that's a large percentage of the cost of a $200k unit. Build a $500k unit and much of that cost

doesn't scale (as a fixed unit), reducing its impact as a percentage. Of course more units is

more families, and thus more need to cover the costs of those units -- but there are other ways

to structure fees. | By Bob P

 
Comment 2: Your point is a good one, Michael. The challenge is to identify a mechanism by

which city government can positively influence the private sector -- which owns the land, and

has the right to develop or not develop -- to build more modest and affordable homes. Given

the land costs and the costs of building materials and labor, even the cheapest new home in

Bellingham will be around $200K, and much more for any home with amenities. This is just the

housing market, and not under anyone's control. How can we effect changes "at the margins,"

as economists say? | By Michael L

 
Comment 3: I echo this.  I live in Dallas, TX and work remotely for Faithlife Corp.  Moving my

family to Bellingham would mean a cost of living increase of 72% for housing alone!  If you

want to attract young families this needs to change. | By Michael J

 
Idea Title: More bike lanes, more covered bike parking.

 
Idea Detail: Other communities have proven, if you build it they will come. Or ride, in this case.

This is also a rainy town, and bike lanes don't help if there's nowhere safe and relatively dry to

park your bike.

 
Idea Author: Cory B

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: To enforce the CODES Bellingham has now & in a timely matter

 
Idea Detail: Edgemoor hedges stealing water views.

 
Idea Author: James F

 
Number of Stars 3
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Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: generate electricity and supply downtown water features

 
Idea Detail: Utilize the existing 6' diameter water pipe which runs under Chestnut St. to the

dilution wastewater pond, from Lake Whatcom.  This flowing water could be run thru a turbine

and generate sustainable electrical power.  Electrical power that could supply innovations like

an electric transit system (trolley / bus) or an overhead cable car system connecting the

University with the Ports waterfront development.

 

Afterwards the water could supply water features thrust downtown

 
Idea Author: Richard A

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Embrace change; be flexible!

 
Idea Detail: If nature teaches anything, it's that the most sustainable strategy is flexibility and

adaptation. The most successful communities have always been those that accommodate a

broad range of budgets, tastes and lifestyles. Viva la difference!  Don't over-plan. The "best

laid plans" (and good intentions) can backfire as time marches on. Imagine what Bellingham's

founders' might have believed "was sustainable," and ask yourself, "Who has the prescience to

know what's best for "future generations"?  Be a good steward now, but let the future unfold

creatively. Think Zen.

 
Idea Author: D Ellen B

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Work with charities and law enforcement to reduce loitering

 
Idea Detail: The natural beauty and cultural charm of Bellingham are often marred by

individuals and small groups loitering, panhandling, or sometimes even verbally harassing

each other or passers-by. Our town has some excellent charities. We recommend the civic

leadership take measures to enable law enforcement officials to direct panhandlers and other
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loiterers to the charities where they can get help in getting off the streets. Those unwilling to

accept help (other than handouts) should be asked to move along or face consequences. The

current state of downtown makes me think twice about shopping there with my daughters or

giving a walking tour to visitors.

 
Idea Author: John R

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: In-fill

 
Idea Detail: In-fill.  Allow smaller homes.  Be creative with use.

 
Idea Author: Terri W

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Create more single home developments in Bellingham

 
Idea Detail: If you're seriously projecting more people to come live and work in Bellingham,

something has to be done to make it affordable live here. My husband and I both work, yet we

can't afford a house in Bellingham. Something needs to change, unless Bellingham will

become solely a town for retirees.

 
Idea Author: Laura R

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Increased housing opportunities for middle-class

 
Idea Detail: We need more affordable housing options for the middle-class; we need to be able

to support people who aren't either rich or constantly supported by civil services if we hope to

sustain our community. 

 
Idea Author: Miles D
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Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Yep! | By Michael L

 
Idea Title: keep up with the demand for housing

 
Idea Detail: As more people move to Bellingham, demand for housing will rise. We need to

increase the density of the city, and expand the city limits to include areas that are part of the

city in all but name. Include everyone by encouraging development of housing at all levels of

affordability.

 
Idea Author: Peter V

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Expanding the UGA will only make more sprawl into rural areas. The Urban

Villages need to be improved and growth in them. | By Ddonna M

 
Idea Title: better housing market

 
Idea Detail: Bellingham housing market is becoming more and more unaffordable for the

working class, and that means people are commuting from rural areas rather than living in

bellingham and supporting the local economy.

 
Idea Author: Bethany O

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Provide more affordable housing for middle-income earners

 
Idea Detail: I worked in the construction industry for 16 years and know first hand the

challenges of keeping housing costs down. The scarcity of land and high costs of LIDs force

result in costs much higher than in comparably sized cities in our state. Unless we either annex

more land or find cost-effective infill options, employers like mine may end up moving because
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their employees can't afford to live here. The only reason I can afford to is that I bought my

house in 2000. I would not be able to afford to buy my current house at these prices and my

income. If companies move out of town there will be a huge drop in tax revenue for the city.

Policy decisions can make a difference, or ensure the city's stagnation as a "rich/old money"

community whose workers commute in from other cities. 

 
Idea Author: Steve R

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Thanks, Steve. The city needs to hear about the downsides of too much growth,

(i.e, increased housing costs and loss of businesses that employ.)  You are absolutely right

that scarcity of land is a driving factor in housing costs, and the more you built, the more scare

land becomes! I also hear about people moving away because of housing costs, or the loss in

quality of life from the growth.  | By wendy H

 
Idea Title: More affordable single-family or townhouse style housing

 
Idea Detail: Use infill and annexation; approve residential projects before Bellingham housing

costs price middle-class wage earners out of the housing market. Jobs will leave when staff

can't afford to live in the city. Downtown apartments are great -- lets have more! -- but if we

don't build single-family homes to meet demand we'll get more sprawl and more commuting

from neighboring communities.

 
Idea Author: Simon V

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: I like your thinking, Simon. Please keep in mind that the city can approve only

those projects that private land owners and developers bring forward. The private sector owns

the land, and they need to be motivated and share the vision. The city can -- and does --

provide financial incentives for downtown apartments. Under a state-authorized program,

Bellingham gives a multi-year property tax break for new "multifamily" buildings located in the

downtown core. I'd like to see that incentive extended to our other "urban villages" as well. | By

Michael L

 
Idea Title: Affordable housing options for middle class
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Idea Detail: It is difficult to find affordable options to rent/own a home in Bellingham if you are a

middle-class wage earner with a family. Without a plan to address this, it is hard to see how

Bellingham can keep (and attract) middle-class families. As these families leave, jobs will

disappear along with valuable contributions to civic and community life.

 
Idea Author: Ben A

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: You have put your finger on a serious issue, Ben. I was talking with an affordable

housing expert today, and we were discussing the absolute minimum costs to build a starter

home in Bellingham these days, including the costs of the land. The number was still pretty

high (perhaps $200K), and not easy for the typical middle class wage earner in Bellingham

(average household income $58K often with two earners). | By Michael L

 
Idea Title: single-family housing

 
Idea Detail: Affordable homes for families is out of reach. We make a really decent salary and

find it difficult to own a home in the city of Bellingham. I want to be able to affordably live in the

city otherwise, I move out to the edges, contributing to sprawl. When people can't afford to live

here, they will want to leave, or worse, not move here in the first place. Business will suffer.

 

Building housing in the city cuts down sprawl and commutes, which affects pollution, traffic,

noise, etc. Proximity to downtown also encourages healthy activities like walking and biking,

which leads to better, more pleasant communities.  

 
Idea Author: Chris D

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Recreational Tourism.  Buy Galbraith Mountain. Add Gondola.

 
Idea Detail: Our population is made up of recreational enthusiasts, families, health-minded

individuals, students, nature lovers and small businesses. Our economy is partially stabilized

by Canadian shoppers and tourism.  We are planning the development of the Bellingham

waterfront for millions of dollars to increase the desirability of our town and clean up the bay
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and waterfront.  I propose our City develops not only the waterfront but focus on enhancing

Bellingham's other natural beauty.  The mountains.  The city should purchase the land on

Galbraith mountain from the current logging company and install a Gondola/ Viewing

Platform/Restaurant.  Galbraith Recreational Tourism can make the city millions upon millions

for our future generations, increase current city revenue, increase current and future small and

large business opportunity and traffic, decrease environmental damage through decreased

logging and put Bellingham on the Map with other wildly popular destinations like Whistler,

B.C.

 
Idea Author: Maggie H

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: More affordable homes near public transportation

 
Idea Detail: My family would love to purchase a home, grow a garden and stay a part of the

vibrant feel of Bellingham, but our options are either to move out of town and commute in, or

stay in an apartment.  We love the public transportation and bike-friendiness of so much of

Bellingham, but I wish I didn't have to choose between transportation options and affordable

housing.

 
Idea Author: Mary C

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Create economic alternatives to a GTP and Jail economy

 
Idea Detail: I'm not meaning to sound like a broken record, But: I continue to stand up for what

the consensus that has been developed within our community over the last 30 years has called

for: Green high paying jobs, high quality affordable housing.  and community programs that

best leverage the value of our community. - We can do better than selling off the health of our

globally unique Bio-region in exchange for a few temporary, Irreversible and catastrophically

impact-full jobs.

 
Idea Author: Scott S

 
Number of Stars 2
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Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Issue a call for proposals: feasible alternatives to GPT which create twice as

many living-wage jobs by utilizing the same site in a responsible manner. Present the results to

the public in a KAPOW 2 format.  | By Richard F

 
Idea Title: More homes for those who want to live here can afford

 
Idea Detail: Currently the cost of living here in Bellingham makes it difficult for most families to

live and work here.  We need more single family homes built here as there aren't enough, so

the prices are much higher than they should be.  You cannot sustain a community if the

community cannot afford to live here.

 
Idea Author: Mike E

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: More Affordable Housing

 
Idea Detail: Even with a good paying, full time job, apartments that are small and in areas of

town with a higher crime rate are the only options. Affordable rental options are important too.

When a house can cost the equivalent of 1/2 your monthly salary for rent, you know that's not

sustainable. 

 
Idea Author: Philana C

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: more housing for single families

 
Idea Detail: Bellingham is a great place to live, but I'm worried it will become a town made up

of solely college students and retirees. It needs to continue to grow the housing options for the

working class.

 
Idea Author: Celeste C
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Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Pro-Active Policing and Public Safety

 
Idea Detail: We need to teach the people about Light it Up, Lock it Up and Look and Listen.

The basic Crime Prevention techniques.  We also have our Bicycle and our Pedestrian Master

Plans.  The public needs to learn what steps they can take in their everyday life to make their

life safer and more productive.

 
Idea Author: Richard M

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: To inform the public as to what they can do.

 
Idea Detail: Too much of public does not even know what is happening right now!  What I am

hearing is they have not been info or what good does it do know what cares what I think.

 
Idea Author: Richard M

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Take a holistic approach to growth

 
Idea Detail: To create a more sustainable community, we need to first take a more holistic

approach to growth.

 

We need to consider whether additional growth is economically beneficial or detrimental.  Do

the true costs associated with growth (for example, the loss of important ecological services)

outweigh the potential benefits of growth?  Do the tax revenues that growth brings outweigh

the additional costs associated with growth?

 

Have we factored in our region's carrying capacity and limits to growth?

 

Do we understand and recognize that infinite growth in a finite space with finite resources

violates physical laws? If unlimited growth is not an option, have we considered our end

game?  If we cannot grow forever, when and where do we stop?

 

If we are truly concerned about growth consuming our ag and resource lands and sprawling
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onto rural lands - all problems caused by growth - wouldn't we be wise to stop promoting,

advertising for, and subsidizing growth?

 
Idea Author: Larry H

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Encourage "solar ready" wiring in new construction. 

 
Idea Detail: Up front costs often discourage home owners from installing solar panels. The cost

may be reduced if new homes are wired in such a fashion that retrofitted wiring is

unnecessary.

 
Idea Author: Bryan J

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: free parking for electric cars

 
Idea Detail: (more?) free parking for electric cars w/ recharge stations

 
Idea Author: Allen S

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Energy from garbage

 
Idea Detail: Loading our garbage on railcars to be hauled to distant landfills is the opposite of

sustainable. There are now proven, clean technologies for turning municipal waste into energy.

http://www.concordblueenergy.com/

 
Idea Author: Gary A

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Homes on Lincoln St

 
Idea Detail: I would really like to see affordable cottage housing on Lincoln St between Fred

Meyer and Maple St. The topography lends itself to a nicely developed area with easy access

to transit, the elementary school, park facilities and other services. For young families with

children considering purchase, this makes a great option, and would bring some stability the
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area. 

 
Idea Author: Alexandra W

 
Number of Comments 3

 
Comment 1: @Richard, wouldn't it be nice to have even more affordable housing across the

street? Lincoln Estates provides affordable housing for senior citizens...We also need to

provide housing options for young families that are building lives here.   | By Alexandra W

 
Comment 2: Thanks Mr. A, I was thinking that too, however I believe Lincoln Estates is age

restricted and there are no "backyards". Homes across the street could be open for all ages,

bringing stability of ownership for families.  | By Alexandra W

 
Comment 3: There is a great community between Fred Myer and Maple that has hundreds of

residents, the Lincoln mobile home park.  It's neat and well organized and lots of people call it

home. | By Richard A

 
Idea Title: Sustain current neighborhood character, zoning, etc.

 
Idea Detail: Historic character is being lost due to building of large homes and excessive

variances. Respect current zoning in neighborhoods (especially single-family zoning). In the

past, estimates of growth did not materialize. Bellingham will have to attract industries that

create jobs if it want to attract more than just affluent retirees from California and Seattle. We

need jobs in order to grow -- and not just service jobs or construction.

 
Idea Author: Lynette F

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: to keep current UGA's

 
Idea Detail: There is still plenty of land in the city and current UGA for city growth. Rural land

must be preserved. Climate is changing, CA is burning up, WA is warming. We may be where

food crops are grown in the future. Rural and Ag lands would be where they are grown so must

be preserved.

 
Idea Author: Ddonna M

 
Number of Comments 0
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Idea Title: More single-family housing

 
Idea Detail: Use infill, annexation, and approve residential projects before Bellingham housing

costs price middle-class wage earners out of the housing market. Jobs will leave when staff

can't afford to live in the city.

 
Idea Author: Bob P

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Housing

 
Idea Detail: Bellingham could use more moderate income housing close into town so those

who work here and can afford to live here.

 
Idea Author: Dale B

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: More affordable housing; especially for the middle class

 
Idea Detail: Middle-class wage earners need to be able to find affordable homes. If not, jobs

will leave when employees can't afford to live in the city.

 
Idea Author: Kyle B

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: more affordable housing for middle-class families

 
Idea Detail: more affordable housing for middle-class families

 
Idea Author: Jani S

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: stop the coal/fossil fuel trains from going through the county.

 
Idea Detail: If this city/county is to stay a healthy and safe place in which to live we need to

completely ban coal, or any fossil fuel trains from using the train tracks that run through our

city/county.  This would in effect completely inhibit the possibility of a coal terminal at Cherry
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Point, which if allowed would not only make Bellingham/Whatcom County a dirty, unhealthy

place in which to reside, grow food, or use as a recreational/tourist attraction, but it would also

affect the entire planet as the coal was being shipped to China who in turn would burn that coal

all of which would add tons more carbon in an already carbon-overloaded atmosphere.  Just

the process of getting the coal across several states, to the ships crossing the ocean is a

highly polluting factor.  Bellingham/Whatcom County has the golden opportunity to become a

world class hero in setting an example. We can be the catalyst that changes our use of fossil

fuels to greener energy.  We can change climate change, right here.

 
Idea Author: Alys K

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: More/improved bike lanes and sidewalks

 
Idea Detail: I would love to ride my bike more to commute to places in town, but I often don't

feel safe doing so. The same goes for commuting via walking/running; there are parts of my

work and school routes that make me feel unsafe while the lanes for cars are so wide.

 
Idea Author: Raena A

 
Number of Comments 0
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Topic Name: Rising Housing Costs
 
Idea Title: Small and ultra-efficent single-family home villages

 
Idea Detail: Organize groupings of single family homes in the 600 -1000 sq ft range into urban

villages. These homes could be ultra efficient using techniques learned in the tiny-house

movement, but apply them to more realistic sized homes for families from 2-5. Bellingham is

the perfect place to pioneer such endeavors with its forward thinking and eco- friendly

population.

 
Idea Author: Fred S

 
Number of Stars 19

 
Number of Comments 5

 
Comment 1: Here's a photo of some Non-Profit Multi-Family Housing in Tacoma, WA

http://goo.gl/LdJGyN | By Martin B

 
Comment 2: The U.S. rental market is characterized by intrusive state intervention that keeps

the rental market a sheltered preserve for for-profit landlords, protected from competition by

non-profit providers.

 

For all the trillions of dollars the U.S. Government has spent and lost on the War Department,

military contractors, feckless wars, and now a bloated security industrial complex, our nation

could have built thousands upon thousands of non-profit, multi-family, terraced houses that

would have provided real security for millions of American families.

 

Obviously, the U.S. Congress never heeded Eisenhower's Farewell Address.

 

Instead, it's been socialism for the rich and capitalism for the rest of us for most of U.S. history.

 

 

 

 

 

| By Martin B

 
Comment 3: I think Bellingham should consider the building out of non-profit single and multi-

family housing such that, hopefully, non-profit rental housing is eventually an option for broad

classes of the population.
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In short, consider allowing a housing market in which non-profit renting is encouraged to

compete for tenants against for profit landlords in the rental market.

 

| By Martin B

 
Comment 4: Yes! There's definitely room for Bellingham to put a lot of energy into figuring out

how super-small homes might fit into a more vibrant, urbanizing cityscape. Other smart

communities are trying to figure this out, too. Peer-to-peer learning opportunity with a few

domestic sister cities? If we could make at least half of the new super-same homes affordable,

it would offer another housing choice for those of us who cannot afford and/or do not prefer a

traditional single family home. It's not for everyone, but it could be perfect for many. | By Paul

S

 
Comment 5: Although Bellingham Tiny focuses on really small homes, we do have some great

links to what you are talking about as well.  I completely agree this is the kind of thing B'ham

should focus all their energy on (see my comment as well).  In case you want to look, here's a

link to my FB page.  https://www.facebook.com/pages/Bellingham-Tiny/662689400513474 | By

Jack P

 
Idea Title: Make the infill toolkit usable in all residential zones.

 
Idea Detail: Single-family homes are what the vast majority of us want, but they don't have to

have Bellingham's traditional big yards, setbacks from the street, etc.  We need flexibility for

variety.  Allow use of the infill toolkit in all residential zones.  Encourage accessory dwelling

units in all residential zones -- and have a file of pre-approved plans that can be built without

further ado, and allow other plans to go through the normal planning process. We have rules

on how much of a lot can be covered and how  high homes can be -- stick with those. Don't

institute design standards or rules that an ADU must mimic the siding and finish of the main

house.   We don't require that now of remodels or home construction.  

 
Idea Author: Linda T

 
Number of Stars 15

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Sure, if the city wants to renege on its promise to exclude existing single family

neighborhoods from the infill toolkit, go ahead.  Who cares that the city might break another

promise? | By Larry H

 
Idea Title: Facilitate infill
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Idea Detail: Make it easier for people to build rental cottages on their own property, where they

live.

 
Idea Author: Jillian N

 
Number of Stars 14

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Tiny Villages

 
Idea Detail: As I understand things, there are some objections to tiny house building because

land-use density will decrease the property values of existing homes. (Even if that is not

accurate, there are clear legal obstructions to building tiny houses in certain areas of the

county.) Zones specifically designated for tiny houses could be an innovative way of

encouraging this sensible building style while maintaining the value and character of existing

zones.

 
Idea Author: Michael A

 
Number of Stars 13

 
Number of Comments 5

 
Comment 1: Oops, those cottage forms are in there! I scanned it quickly and missed them.

Might be an interesting point of departure for some tiny house implementation ideas.

| By Allen M

 
Comment 2: In fact, your title alludes to the kind of direction that would be useful - a "village"

context for these suggests enforcing forms that foster community, and perhaps larger shared

spaces. Feels good.  | By Allen M

 
Comment 3: Ah, here's the pdf: http://bit.ly/1Hqzp48... The cottage forms I was remembering

may not have made the final toolkit, with the closest ones in there being the garden

court/shared court forms.

 

I love the tiny house movement and subscribe to the sites that promote it and fantasize about

one for special purposes. At the same time, it's hard not to note that all the adherents are

currently eco-sensitive, largely well-educated people who are making a philosophical choice

about lifestyle and embracing the tradeoffs of living on that footprint.
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If this, or the Pod apartment equivalent, become common forms in code, I do have to wonder

how it won't simply become an affordance to further squeeze lower income people who don't

have that perspective, and for whom the constrained space could have deleterious

psychological effects.

 

Not to say we shouldn't allow for these, just that personally, I would like to see it considered

very carefully in the context of a general population, and not simply as a smaller-is-inherently-

better solution.  | By Allen M

 
Comment 4: Yes, I am talking about the ~200sf tiny house movement. However, though I

browsed through several PDFs relevant to the Infill Toolkit that can be found on cob.org, I can't

seem to find specifics about the small cottage forms you refer to in your comment. Can you

please share a direct link so that I can see for myself what you are writing about? | By Michael

A

 
Comment 5: Hey Michael, are you talking about the ~200sf tiny house movement, beyond the

small cottage forms in the Infill Toolkit?

 

The toolkit hasn't gotten a lot of traction to date, but I still think it is a nice framework with a

strong charter, and maybe the appropriate home for new ideas along these lines.  | By Allen M

 
Idea Title: Create design standards for detached ADU's in all 

 
Idea Detail: Design standards for detached ADU's should be developed to allow them in all

areas of the city.  The wholesale down zone in the lettered streets was done to "protect

neighborhood character" but overnight so much infill potential and detached ADU potential was

lost. This seems like it could have been avioided if the City was willing to develop design

standards to avoid the kind of ugly duplexes that caused the neighbors to downzone the whole

neighborhood.

 
Idea Author: Chris W

 
Number of Stars 12

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: I do not share many friends horror at the thought of detached additional dwelling

units, aka "Tiny Houses" located adjacent to an existing main home. MOST neighborhoods in

Bellingham have great potential for adding more people under the existing roof with simple

code changes, and for adding more (preferably green) roofs in their back (or front!) yards to

provide more "stand alone, single family housing" which is what most people prefer.  | By Julie
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C

 
Idea Title: Infill, keeping neighborhood character, match gen x,y demand

 
Idea Detail: One of the big problems is how much land costs in Bellingham for traditional large

lot homes, so...

First, we need to allow people to build a home on the empty lots around town that are slightly

undersized.  Not cramming stuff in, just reasonable infill.  This land has been sitting there for a

long time and should be used as long as it can reasonably fit into the neighborhood character.

Second, we need to build on smaller lots - there is research showing that Gen X and Gen Y

(Millennials) are interested in a split of about 1/3 multifamily and 2/3 single family, and while

31% still prefer a single-family home on a larger lot, 35% prefer a sf home on a smaller lot

(1/6th acre).  11% prefer a condo and 10% prefer a town home.  So there is tremendous

opportunity by building high density single-family housing (6 du/ac) for about 1/3rd of Gen Y

and Gen X, a change from past demographics and opportunity if we don't pretend we are

somehow Seattle with a Seattle economy. 

 
Idea Author: Jack P

 
Number of Stars 10

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: Paul, that is why we need to plan for ALL parts of our economic strata.  Of course

not all people can afford to.  But we don't have enough for the ones that can.  Unless you

prefer them to build their home in the Lake Whatcom Watershed, out on AG land, or wherever

and drive in to work.  Because that's what is happening now.  Also, 6 homes per acre is high

density for single-family homes, without a doubt.  As you saw, the City has already figured out

that they make a PROFIT from single-family development.  Simply look at the Queen Mountain

annexation analysis and you can see the mathematics of how that works.  There is no question

that 6 units per acre "works". | By Jack P

 
Comment 2: Interesting report on what people say they prefer, but how many people here can

afford to lease or own what they say they prefer?

 

And can City Hall afford to subsidize the low-density single-family subdivisions that Realtors

say people prefer? 

 

To be fair, 6 homes per acre is not high density, is it? It's all relative. Fact is, 6 per acre is way

too small a number if a City Hall wants to cover the costs of community services and avoid the

ongoing subsidy that lower density will require.   | By Paul S
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Idea Title: Community Land Trusts

 
Idea Detail: Establish community land trusts that would own the land, so the homes and

improvements would be available for purchase by qualified applicants at a much lower cost

that excludes the speculative value of the underlying land. Couple this with a revolving loan

fund using investment funds from local churches, etc., and one can have very affordable

monthly payments, while allowing residents to retain the value of any improvements they

make, minus depreciation, plus adjustment for inflation. This has been done successfully all

across the country.

 
Idea Author: Andrew R

 
Number of Stars 10

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: community housing

 
Idea Detail: Community housing for people that would 

 
Idea Author: Ddonna M

 
Number of Stars 10

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Allow detached dwelling units in single family zones.

 
Idea Detail: Have more flexible location and size regulations for detached dwelling units in

single family zones. 

 
Idea Author: Lindsay K

 
Number of Stars 9

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Reform Occupancy Rules

 
Idea Detail: The higher home prices (or rent) go, the more income, or combined incomes, you

need to live in a house.  Why not allow 5 different people (not related) to share a 5-bedroom
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home?  Now that water is being metered; now that the city is looking to have rentals somehow

registered with the city; what remaining obstacles are there?  Lets try to list those out, so that

we can target them / try to find solutions for them.

 
Idea Author: David C

 
Number of Stars 7

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Boat homes

 
Idea Detail: Build an area in or near Squalicum Harbor for boat homes. The city could

purchase barges for people to build on. 

 
Idea Author: David G

 
Number of Stars 7

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: There might also be marina-related small businesses operating from barges.  | By

David G

 
Comment 2: The re-building of the waterfront in Bham  could include live-aboard marina space

managed by the port. Full time live-aboards  would contribute to a vibrant downtown economy,

perhaps more than traditional seasonal marina users do.  | By Julie C

 
Idea Title: Nontraditional financing that makes homes more affordable

 
Idea Detail: Traditional financing for traditional (did you mean detached?) single-family homes

is completely unaffordable for most people who live and/or work in Bellingham, even with low

interest rates. Every community needs a better financing system if it adopts a Plan to

accommodate more people in SF detached homes. Otherwise, City Hall spends public money

subsidizing SF detached homes that only relatively well-off people can afford. How fair is it that

a City subsidizes SF detached homes for the well-off but not others? Sounds like a version of

discrimination against hard working poor people who cannot choose these new SF detached

homes City Hall would be subsidizing.

 

Nontraditional financing is space where there's room for innovation and plenty of demand if a

supply can be created. Building a healthy housing system for people who live and work here
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will probably require invention of new forms of financing. It may require the invention of new

forms of credit or value or nontraditional pay.

 
Idea Author: Paul S

 
Number of Stars 7

 
Number of Comments 7

 
Comment 1: "Building affordable housing is at the core of sustainability." This documentary on

mixed use, mixed income development in NYC aired  on PBS a few years ago:

https://goo.gl/xdcfRP

 

 

| By Martin B

 
Comment 2: "Building affordable housing is at the core of sustainability." This documentary on

mixed use, mixed income development in NYC was ran on PBS a few years ago:

https://goo.gl/xdcfRP

 

 

| By Martin B

 
Comment 3: "Building affordable housing is at the core of sustainability." This documentary on

mixed use, mixed income development in NYC was run on PBS a few years ago:

https://goo.gl/xdcfRP

 

| By Martin B

 
Comment 4: "Building affordable housing is at the core of sustainability." This documentary on

mixed use, mixed income development in NYC was run on PBS a few years ago:

https://goo.gl/xdcfRP | By Martin B

 
Comment 5: "Building affordable housing is at the core of sustainability." This documentary on

mixed use, mixed income development in NYC was run on PBS a few year ago:

https://goo.gl/xdcfRP | By Martin B

 
Comment 6: "Building affordable housing is at the core of sustainability. This documentary on

mixed use, mixed income development in NYC was run on PBS a few year ago:

https://goo.gl/xdcfRP | By Martin B
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Comment 7: I think Bellingham should consider the building out of non-profit single and multi-

family housing such that, hopefully, non-profit rental housing is eventually an option for broad

classes of the population.

 

In short, consider allowing a housing market in which non-profit renting is encouraged to

compete for tenants against for profit landlords in the rental market. | By Martin B

 
Idea Title: Bless Bellingham Coop houses! 

 
Idea Detail: Historically, cooperative or shared houses were born of necessity. Coop homes

have a rich history in Bellingham, with many lasting for decades. Some are related to the

needs of students, others house long term residents in stable, progressive shared housing

within single family neighborhoods. Some vocal newcomers have protested a few bad apples

that should have been dealt with by police utilizing existing code enforcement. Eliminating the

unconstitutional "no more than three unrelated persons may live under one roof in single family

zoning " local ordinance would "bless" coop houses to welcome more folks to live economically

under one roof. 

 
Idea Author: Julie C

 
Number of Stars 7

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Housing types: townhomes, cottage homes, detached condo

 
Idea Detail:  Basically, these are the forms discussed in the infill toolkit.  We need to be sure

that the toolkit is found in all zoning areas of the city and that barriers to such development are

removed.  

 
Idea Author: Perry E

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Condos, townhomes, cottage clusters, and ADUs

 
Idea Detail: Condos and apartments are great options if owned and managed by individuals

rather than companies. Apartments with limited units (small buildings with 6 or fewer homes)

are more affordable for an average citizen to purchase rather than a giant management
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company like Windermere, Apex, or Landmark. As a renter, I prefer knowing my landlord than

dealing with an agency. Town-homes and condos are important in permitting young

professionals to own property. Small cottages clustered around a shared yard are great

affordable options for families. And accessory dwelling units provide affordable options for both

young professionals, students, and grandparents alike.

 
Idea Author: Izaac P

 
Number of Stars 5

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Additional dwelling units

 
Idea Detail: I am totally against making smaller lots.  We already have too many large homes

on very small lots creating living spaces with no room for food gardens or other outdoor

activities.  I am all for additional dwelling units within existing homes or other existing buildings

becoming legal with no need for permitting or lot dividing.  And, I also think a moratorium being

put on new building would slow down the endless growth within the city/county.    This

county/city has already grown far too much in the last few years, our county and land is finite

and room needs to be left for forests, farms, and other smaller food growing endeavors, such

as community gardens and commons.  And, I agree with the idea of preventing any further

commercial sprawl moving southward, and the idea of putting in some kind of traffic cut-

through deterrents in our neighborhoods.  Possibly small roundabouts or bumps that slow

down traffic, or making some streets dead ends so that cut-through traffic will be stopped.

 
Idea Author: Alys K

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: The City should pick up more of the infrastructure cost.

 
Idea Detail: Currently the developer/builder is expected to pay for all of the infrastructure plus

paying all of the impact fees etc.  The City should establish regional stormwater facilities, and

pay for arterials.   

Every year the rules get more onerous and all of those costs have to be passed on.

 
Idea Author: Bill H
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Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: Maybe if there was a way to capture 50 percent of the increased land value from

the adjacent nonpublic parcels?

 

Property values definitely go up if stormwater facilities, arterials, etc. are paid for by the public.

Maybe a 50/50 split is not totally fair, especially if the public paid 100 percent of the arterial,

etc. costs.

 

Maybe this can be a form of new revenue for a WA city? A capital gains tax, authorized by

state law, would allow the community to not always give away virtually all of the increased

value that results from all of us making this a great, desirable place. Desirable places tend to

get more expensive, and if City Hall invests its limited funds, it would great if City Hall can get a

bit of the upside from the land's increase in value. | By Paul S

 
Comment 2: How are the costs not passed on if the city pays instead of the developer?  I think

'lowering housing costs' in this discussion is intended to benefit housing occupants, not

developers' profit margin. | By David C

 
Idea Title: No Acceptable Alternative to Normal Housing

 
Idea Detail: This question is cleverly framed to only allow an answer equivalent to "Build more

tenements."

 

Please don't frame the question like this. There is no acceptable alternative to a single family,

owner occupied house. No young family wants to live and raise their kids in a rental tenement

like peasants, no matter the euphemism: Urban village, ADU, infill, multi-family...

Our City government has given the green light to their clients - developers, to build unlimited,

massive ugly apartments. The developers then advertise far outside Bellingham with move-in

specials to fill up the units fast and pay off the bank loans. Then they raise the rents.

 

The more multi-family tenements that are built, the less likely those families will ever be able to

own a normal home. The planning commission even spoke of 75% multi-family rentals in a few

years - most of those families will never have a normal home. And then their rents will rise

again...  

 
Idea Author: eric S

 
Number of Stars 3
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Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Consider the unthinkable. Consider rent control.

 
Idea Detail: A turnover rate of less than 2% is bad for tenets, the community, and the local

economy. This article is entitled: In Defense of Rent Control. 

 

http://goo.gl/E9kHAH  (highlight - right click - click open link)

 

From the article: “The argument for rent control should be distinguished from the argument for

affordability per-se,” says Joshua Mason, an economics professor at Roosevelt University.

“The real goal of rent control is protecting the moral rights of occupancy. Long-term tenants

who contributed to this being a desirable place to live have a legitimate interest in staying in

their apartments. If we think that income diverse, stable neighborhoods, where people are not

forced to move every few years, [are worth preserving] then we collectively have an interest in

stabilizing the neighborhood.”

 
Idea Author: Martin B

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 4

 
Comment 1: Hello Julie.

 

Capitalism is a game predicated on the legal constructs of property. The government, by force

of law, is always interfering in the market. The government is always redistributing wealth. The

government can change the rules of the game so that wealth is redistributed more evenly or it

can continue to do what it is actively doing now - rig the rules of the game such that wealth

accrues upward. There is no such thing as a "free market." 

 

That said, New York and San Francisco have indeed exploited the tool of rent control for better

or worse and continue to do so. Most of northern Europe views rent control an essential

feature of economic and social policy.

 

Competition (a la Milton Friedman, Libertarian ideology) in real estate is fine until land and

resources become scarce. Consider that 54% of Bhamsters rent. If their landlords take 35% -

50% of their income, how will they support the local economy?

 

Rent control can be managed in such a way that landlords continue to see a good return on

their investments without fleecing their tenants.
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Lastly, nothing says that a nation has to wait on investors to build housing any more than it

waits on private capital to build roads.  | By Martin B

 
Comment 2: Hello Julie.

 

Capitalism is a game predicated on the legal constructs of property. The government, by force

of law, is always interfering in the market. The government is always redistributing wealth. The

government can change the rules of the game so that wealth is redistributed more evenly or it

can continue to do what it is actively doing now - rig the rules of the game such that wealth

accrues upward.  There is no such thing as a "free market." 

 

That said, New York and San Francisco have indeed exploited the tool of rent control for better

or worse and continue to do so. Most of northern Europe views rent control an essential

feature of economic and social policy.

 

Competition (a la Milton Friedman, Libertarian ideology) in real estate is fine until land and

resources become scarce. Consider that 54% of Bhamsters rent. If their landlords take 35% -

50% of their income, how will they support the local economy?

 

Rent control can be managed in such a way that landlords continue to see a good return on

their investments without fleecing their tenants.

 

Lastly, nothing says that a nation has to wait on investors to build housing any more than waits

on private capital to build roads.  | By Martin B

 
Comment 3: Rent controls, while they are one tool to temporarily limit expensive free-market

rental increases, have helped to maintain huge disparities and have contributed to creating

increased overall housing costs in both New York City and San Francisco. Rent controls in

both those cities have enabled some folks to live low-budget at the expense of others who are

stuck with unprofitable properties. Not surprisingly, with a good chunk of the population

guaranteed low cost housing, the inexorable laws of supply and demand result in the rest of

the public paying more, as in LOTS More, for housing in those areas, both for rental and for

purchasing.  | By Julie C

 
Comment 4: U.S. in Worst Rental Affordability Crisis Ever

 

http://goo.gl/DMLNEr

 

http://goo.gl/Wq5lvj | By Martin B

 
Idea Title: Bellingham's infill tool-kit to be implemented in SF zones
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Idea Detail: Remaining vacant land in the City of Bellingham should be designated as "infill

opportunity zones" and should allow for increased density and a variety of housing forms.

Implementing design standards will protect the existing character of neighborhoods. 

 
Idea Author: Garrett O

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Reduce Property Taxes for Low Income

 
Idea Detail: Reduced Property taxes for people whose income has dropped below 60K will

help people to not have to move from their home. 

Charge a higher Property Tax for homes that are not lived in by owner

 
Idea Author: Ted A

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: What is a "Traditional"  single-family home ?

 
Idea Detail: What is a "traditional family" ?  Depends on where and how you grew up I

suppose.    Did you have your own bedroom or did you share with a sibling(s) ? How many

kids in your family ? How many bathrooms, Pets ? Quite a variety of answers I imagine.  We

need a good variety of home types.

 

I do think we can begin to re-define the traditional single family home to be significantly more

energy efficient and sustainable. 

 

Also, homes can have smaller lot sizes on average, but a yard/garden of some kind is

important to most families, sooner or later.  A secure, private outdoor environment where

parents feel comfortable that children and pets can play in safety will always be important.

 
Idea Author: Darcy J

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0
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Idea Title: Green Homes in UK

 
Idea Detail: South Tyneside green home built in UK

 
Idea Author: Ddonna M

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Tiny houses and Pet friendly Multi-family Dwelling Units

 
Idea Detail: The tiny house movement is on the rise. They are cheaper (which means more

money can be spent in our local economy) and take less space (decreasing environmental

impacts).

 

We need more multi-family units that allow a large variety of pets (size and breeds). This would

decrease the need to live in a single-family home for many people.

 
Idea Author: Raena A

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Townhomes with common wall

 
Idea Detail: Unfortunately, the City has not had the will to allow townhomes in most

neighborhoods.  These should be allowed in all neighborhoods.

 
Idea Author: Bill H

 
Number of Comments 0
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Topic Name: Affordable Homes
 
Idea Title: We need a better definition of the problem (Part 1)

 
Idea Detail: I don’t believe the problem of affordability is well defined.  Are we talking about

helping PEOPLE who already live here afford a home?  Or are we talking about building

inexpensive HOMES to attract people to move here.

 

If we’re talking about the latter, before someone moves here, wouldn’t it be wise to first

determine if they could afford to live here?  That is really more a function of income than

housing affordability.  In this case, wouldn’t it be better to focus on increasing the number of

higher paying jobs?

 

If we’re talking about the former, as a taxpayer, I would be happy for a portion of my tax dollars

to help a long-time Bellingham resident acquire a home for the first time.  I believe the City is in

a position to do that if they stop subsidizing all housing indiscriminately.

 

To be continued...

 
Idea Author: Larry H

 
Number of Stars 18

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: Allen, rather than "look forward to seeing how our [comprehensive] plan balances

these two" issues, perhaps you'll get involved and provide your own input.  There a Planning

Commission work session on Thursday May 7 at 7 pm in Council Chambers.  I hope to see

you there. | By Larry H

 
Comment 2: I think you've raised a recurring question in a good way. I'm not sure about the

tradeoff proposition (see my reply to your Part 1 post), but we do have a dilemma regarding

supporting affordability vs. actively promoting growth. GMA dictates we need to have a plan to

accommodate state-estimated growth numbers, but I share your concern about just

encouraging a growth spiral, and I look forward to seeing how our plan balances these two.  |

By Allen M

 
Idea Title: We need a better definition of the problem (Part 2)

 
Idea Detail: It has been estimated that the average new residential unit in Bellingham receives

a taxpayer subsidy of between $10,000 and $20,000 depending primarily on location.  Let’s
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assume an average of $15,000. 

 

If Council adopts just the lowest population growth forecast of 1,000 people per year,

approximately 500 units will be built every year for the next 20 years, or a total of 10,000 units

(500 x 20).

 

At $15,000 per unit, the City will use $150 million (yes, $150,000,000) of our tax dollars to

subsidize residential development over the next 20 years ($15,000 x 10,000).

 

Instead of indiscriminately subsidizing every unit built over the next 20 years (including the

million dollar condos overlooking Boulevard Park), wouldn’t it be better to establish a trust fund

to help the long-term residents of Bellingham who really need help AND reduce our taxes as

well.

 

Think about that the next time you’re asked about affordable housing…

 
Idea Author: Larry H

 
Number of Stars 15

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Hey Larry, I think your data-driven approach is awesome, and while the city works

with a much more detailed set of numbers for their analysis, it's really good to have a high-

level version with real costs in the public discussion. Can you cite the source of your $10-20k

subsidy cost figure? I'd like to look at that and see whether it's gross (not including taxes paid

by the added residents) or net (after taxes paid by them and other economic benefits), what

the methodology and assumptions were, etc.  just to start. If all that stuff passes the sniff test,

I'd be interested in really pressing for some comparative analysis of impact between the two

models you contrast. (Naively viewed, if we moved all that money directly to the trust fund with

no tax savings at all, it would seem to add up to ~$15k available to subsidize 1000 homes. So I

would like a clearer picture of how much impact on affordability city-wide would accrue if we

also held back a portion of that in the form of reduced taxes.) | By Allen M

 
Idea Title: Good question, but the city cannot tackle it on its own

 
Idea Detail: The only way this will happen is a substantial decline in inequality. That would

require policy changes such as substantial (not marginal) increases in the minimum wage and

the earned income credit, or a guaranteed annual income. It would also require a far less

regressive tax system, including a progressive income tax, lower property and sales taxes,

taxes on Wall Street transactions, higher estate taxes, etc. Not much of this is likely to happen.

Absent these changes, the wealthy (including foreigners and retirees from elsewhere in the
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country)

will price the poor and middle class out of this market.

 

Having said that, the kind of mixed development advocated by the New Urbanism allows those

with incomes inadequate to afford single family homes to nevertheless live in nice

neighborhoods by providing for apartments above stores, etc., as in the past. The building

codes need to be modified to make such old-fashioned dense neighborhoods possible.

 
Idea Author: Andrew R

 
Number of Stars 14

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Update occupancy rules

 
Idea Detail: There's an arbitrary rule that's received higher attention these past few years

having to do with requirements pertaining to occupancy.  You can't have more than 3 people in

a house if they are not blood-relatives, traditionally married, etc.  While I understand the

motivation -- using it to empty out college party houses or what have you -- we actually do

have other rules on the books to control those kinds of problems (garbage, noise, parking,

etc.). What makes the occupancy rules arbitrary, in my opinion, is that they are discriminatory -

- for example, traditional marriage is a religious concept, being a blood-relative with someone

means...what exactly, that the city has any right to care about -- that you're not living in sin?;

and so on.  I can imagine some of these rules having a place in the 1950's and earlier, but not

in the 2010's.  So...you've got a 5-bedroom house, you're married with no children...why not

allow a person to bring on a couple of housemates?

 
Idea Author: David C

 
Number of Stars 14

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Can't we think of a better way to address concerns related to occupancy

numbers?  My neighbor has 10 people with 6 vehicles between them living in his house -- all

blood-related, so no problem.  Another neighbor can't have more than 3 living in his, due to the

relationship rule.  Is this the desired outcome of the occupancy rules? | By David C

 
Idea Title: A paradigm shift
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Idea Detail: I think that the focus on single family homes as *the* choice for the future is both

limiting and misguided. Simply taking into account space, cost, etc. the more people want to

have a lot with a 3-4 bedroom house on it, the more our city sprawls and the higher housing

prices become.

 

My partner and I are child-free by choice. What we look for in housing is comfort, security, and

the space to enjoy our life together. The lack of affordable 2-3 bedroom apartments and

condos (outside of the external entry college apartments) means the we end up looking at

spaces that might be better suited for a family with children. The majority of the apartments

that she and I like Bellingham are either low income or exceedingly overpriced.

 

If you want to make sure that that young families starting out in 10 years have an affordable

place to live, stop trying to make a "one size fits all" home for Bellingham and start thinking of

reasonable options that fit within the feel of our city.

 
Idea Author: Caleb S

 
Number of Stars 12

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Reduce demand & expense

 
Idea Detail: I love living in Columbia Neighborhood.  I'd move downtown if I could -- a condo or

what have you.  A couple of problems there -- 1) the price is too high -- why not let some taller

buildings / more density in?  2) make it so that a condo -- whatever makes up a voting group --

is more fairly controlled.  I was turned away from a condo a few years back, because too many

of the units in the building were owned by too few owners -- the voting would skew in favor of

the few wealthy owners (who controlled most of the votes) for condo expenses; the bank

required a much higher down-payment for cases like this, and advised me against the

purchase of what they deemed to be a 'risky' investment.  3) improve bus service.  period.  I

pay several hundred dollars each year for public schools.  I don't have kids. Families with kids

don't ride the bus.  Both qualify for the 'we all benefit' argument; but it's skewed toward the

non-bus-riders.  Let my contribution go to the bus.

 
Idea Author: David C

 
Number of Stars 9

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Reduce income inequality
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Idea Detail: Income inequality is an underling problem that drives the affordability gap. If

enough more people could afford market rate housing we would not have to create affordable

housing. An aggressively progressive income tax and high inheritance taxes would help

reduce income inequality. Higher minimum wage rates would help. A Federal law requiring

employers to limit the difference between top compensation and the lowest wages paid would

go a long way to alleviate the need for affordable housing. Until the 1960s in US and European

companies the average top compensation was less than 20 times the lowest paid worker. In

the 1950s the top income tax rate was 90 % and public service workers could buy a house for

two or three times their yearly income. Without addressing wealth inequality Bellingham

Citizens can continue to tax themselves to subsidize affordable housing and be taxed to

subsidize growth while housing costs continue to rise and middle class incomes stagnate.

 
Idea Author: Christopher G

 
Number of Stars 9

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: 100% agree on focusing on the income side of the affordability question. Would

also like to weigh in that while our city leadership doesn't have the ability to create income ratio

dictates like you mention, fostering the growth of clean, sustainable jobs has as much potential

to help solve home affordability as any of the planning-related and housing market

suggestions. We just need to be sure that if that gets a charter, the approach doesn't get co-

opted by parties that see a revenue source but have no competency or interest in the

sustainable component of it.  | By Allen M

 
Idea Title: Partner with organizations like Kushan Land Trust.

 
Idea Detail: Create as much residential trust land as possible in order to minimize residential

price inflation due to real estate speculation. Creating a city administered land trust that is

democratically controlled by the people that live in 'trust districts' goes toward a goal of making

affordable housing a human right.

 
Idea Author: michael C

 
Number of Stars 9

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Hmm... ok, I'm a huge fan of KCLT, but this is looking a little like ballot-stuffing, so
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I'll stuff my comment back in here too. We should definitely increase support for KCLT, but I

think that the thought leaders who founded it have a lot more to offer us as well. And that

perhaps the best thing to come out of it to date isn't the 110 homes they've made permanently

affordable (though the value to the homeowners can't be overstated), but rather the brain trust

of smart, passionate people who have lived a 360° view of housing affordability, and who I

believe may be champing at the bit to serve as advisors for even more scalable and systemic

approaches.  | By Allen M

 
Idea Title: Work with or learn from Habitat

 
Idea Detail: Encourage Habitat to build more houses in Bellingham. Find out from Habitat how

they are able to build affordable homes. I believe one thing they do is get prospective owners

to help build the place. Maybe the design and engineering departments of WWU could work

with Habitat to give students opportunities to learn and Bellingham more affordable houses. 

 
Idea Author: David G

 
Number of Stars 8

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Invest in the Kulshan Community Land Trust

 
Idea Detail: Community Land Trusts are the single best way to keep housing affordable and

they also revitalize neighborhoods.  Investing in new land trust properties should be a priority.

Building new properties is great if necessary, but the land trust I participated in in the Midwest

has a construction crew that goes into every newly-added home and brings it completely up to

code prior to selling to a homeowner.  That was the revitalization part.  I would love to see a

similar program in Bellingham.

I do think the future will require us to increase density by building upward, and condensing our

urban areas is the only way to reduce dependence on cars, so the single-family home may

become a relic of the past.  I think it's also important to consider that.

 
Idea Author: Cory P

 
Number of Stars 8

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: I agree that land trusts and KCLT in particular are hugely valuable, though I think I

have to diverge from the claim that they are the single best way. I'm not sure the founders
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wouldn't prefer some more systemic approach to housing affordability if it were possible. In the

absence of that, the land trust contributes some affordable housing, but perhaps more of more

value, a committed constituency of thought leadership that we should leverage to work on

post-land trust models that are more intrinsically scalable.  | By Allen M

 
Idea Title: Partner with organizations like Kushan Community Land Trust

 
Idea Detail: Ideally, in my view, most residential land in Bellingham would be held by

community trusts in order to hold the costs of the 'dirt' down. Affordable housing demands a

solution to the problem of real estate speculation and the resulting price inflation. A system of

neighborhood trusts democratically controlled by elected board members would be a beautiful

thing.

 
Idea Author: michael C

 
Number of Stars 7

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: I'd reiterate my comments about land trusts from Cory P's comment above... | By

Allen M

 
Idea Title: In new developments, various types of housing can be built.

 
Idea Detail: In new developments, various types of housing can be built.  Attached units,

duplexes or fourplexes that look from a distance like single family houses.  These all preserve

more green space when the houses are attached. 

Leave the present single family neighborhoods alone.  They provide the variety and stability to

our community.  We already have lots of land zoned for multifamily. 

We could also put housing above commercial.  It is done in other communities.

There are still some neighborhoods that do not have their share of parks or open space.

Land to grow food will become even more important in the future.

 
Idea Author: Louise B

 
Number of Stars 5

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: Totally agree with David. Grow up...not out! | By Ddonna M
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Comment 2: As the city considers widening the Guide Meridian closer to city center, I really

like the idea of having housing above commercial.  Good for growth, good for keeping crime

down, etc.  At the same time, I'm really against the idea of sprawl -- much preferring increased

density instead.  Better for bus service, utilities, etc.  | By David C

 
Idea Title: Build out and provide better infrastructure

 
Idea Detail: As someone who recently had to (sadly) leave Bellingham, one of the biggest

contributing factors to my (and my husband's) decision to leave was a lack of QUALITY

affordable housing. All of the housing options in our budget ($1800 max per month) were either

really run down college apartments, houses on the outskirts where crime was increasing and

felt isolated from town, or houses that did not allow pets (we have two cats). We could never

have afforded to buy a house in any of the areas we love in Bellingham and wanted to live

somewhere with a garage, that was pet friendly and somewhat central--unfortunately this

property type seems to not exist there. Places like Sudden Valley would have been an option if

there was a better road system between the area and the rest of Bellingham. There is also a

lack of industry which would have provided living wage jobs which were hard to find and also

contributed to the decision to move. 

 
Idea Author: Sharon S

 
Number of Stars 4

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Supply and demand. Basic economics.

 
Idea Detail: More housing of every type will lower the cost. When houses sit on the market too

long, the price drops. When there is not enough supply, people get into bidding wars. Word

spreads and all the prices start to go up until they start to sit to long again.  

 
Idea Author: Mark S

 
Number of Stars 4

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Encourage Habitat to build more houses here. 

 
Idea Detail: I believe Habitat requires prospective owners to help build their house. Also the

design and engineering departments of WWU might be interested in coordinating with Habitat
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in some way to provide learning opportunities for students and get reasonably priced single

family houses built in Bellingham. 

 
Idea Author: David G

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: A workshop

 
Idea Detail: Let's host workshops in Spanish to help people envision ways they might own a

home. 

 
Idea Author: Mary M

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: The obvious is to reduce the costs of impact fees.  

 
Idea Detail: The park fees are particularly onerous.  It is true we need parks, however just to

be acquiring land for additional parks without a clear understanding of usage makes no sense.

We have more than enough to go around and when added to the Port parks, State parks,

County Parks, National Parks.  I for one will not support further Greenway Levies unless there

is a better understanding as to how an additional park fills a particular need.

 
Idea Author: Bill H

 
Number of Stars 1

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Bill, I agree that strategic reduction of impact fees has to be one component of a

solution. (Though I am not sure that I've seen the evidence supporting your particular focus on

parks and rec land costs as the culprit). To develop that strategy, it seems like a big challenge

is to create a system in which fee reduction has as close as possible, a 100% pass-through to

market prices. One fear that I think is reasonable is that a large portion of the reduced fees

may simply be retained as additional profit for the developer, and they end up just being a

mechanism that transfers community value to a few individuals. On the other hand, accounting
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for that pass-through value seems like it could create a byzantine bureaucratic obstacle that

would siphon off a lot of the value in the form of inefficiencies. Have you seen any successful

system of ensuring that the community value conferred to developers in the form of reduced

fees, results in equal or greater community value in the form of affordability? I think finding

people who have successfully rolled out things like that is our first step to coming up with a

way to do what you're looking for.      | By Allen M

 
Idea Title: More space for a variety of single-family homes.

 
Idea Detail: Houses are high-priced and getting more so in Bellingham because we are

running out of lots for single-family home construction.  The UGA needs to be expanded in a

responsible manner.  The "rural" land to the north of Bellingham is a transition zone, according

to state law.  We need to expand into some of that area to give people a place to live - or

watch them buy and build homes even farther out because they can't fit inside the city limits.

These DON'T have to be typical suburban lots with huge yards and street setbacks, but market

research shows two-thirds of Americans want some kind of single-family home.  The AARP,

according to city planning staff, says 90% of Boomers want to "age in place" in their homes.

We need variety. Urban Villages are fine for some people, but counting on them to house the

majority is not practical or responsible planning.  People will go to Ferndale, Lynden, or the

county's "rural" (which is different from "agricultural") lands instead. 

 
Idea Author: Linda T

 
Number of Comments 4

 
Comment 1: Hi Linda, a few years back we had a speaker in town go through some very

thorough research and data that supported the idea that "age in place" was most likely to

happen in smaller units in urban areas. (To enable the active boomer generation to keep

getting out and being in range of lots of activities after they are no longer comfortable driving,

for example.) It was one of the most eye-opening sessions I've been through, in large part

because he brought tons of data with real numbers to the table to support his conclusions. I

am not suggesting that there aren't a lot of people who won't fit this model and wouldn't be

driven out of town to seek single family housing. But the evidence he presented radically

altered my perception of how many would. I wonder if you can share the data or sources of

your market research about 2/3 wanting some single-family residence. Often the real meaning

of those numbers can't be parsed without some context like the phrasing of the question, the

study sample, etc., and it would be helpful to be able to have that to help understand how to

use that stat. | By Allen M

 
Comment 2: Hi Linda, a few years back we had a speaker in town go through some very

thorough research and data that supported the idea that "age in place" was most likely to

happen in smaller units in urban areas. (To enable the active boomer generation to keep
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getting out and being in range of lots of activities after they are no longer comfortable driving,

for example.) It was one of the most eye-opening sessions I've been through, in large part

because he brought tons of data with real numbers to the table to support his conclusions. I

am not suggesting that there aren't a lot of people who won't fit this model and would be driven

out of town to seek single family housing, but the evidence presented radically altered my

perception of how many would. I wonder if you can share the data or sources of your market

research about 2/3 wanting some single-family residence. Often the real meaning of those

numbers can't be parsed without some context like the phrasing of the question, the study

sample, etc., and it would be helpful to be able to have that to help understand how to use that

stat. | By Allen M

 
Comment 3: The worse thing Bellingham could do is expand the UGA. Bellingham is currently

too sprawling. Smaller lots would do a lot to make homes more affordable. Smaller homes

would make them more affordable. People do not need hugs sprawling houses to be happy. It

would be less upkeep and lower property taxes to have smaller lots and smaller homes.

 

 

 

| By Ddonna M

 
Comment 4: Before we expand the UGA (yet again), wouldn't we be wise to consider our

ultimate legacy?

 

Yes, we can incrementally increase the amount of land available for single-family units, but we

can only do that so many times.  Eventually, we'll be out of land completely.  Shouldn't we

know, in advance, what our preferred end game might be and plan for that?

 

The practice of incremental destruction is often referred to as a 'death by a thousand cuts' and

is also known as 'creeping normality'.  The concept was used to explain what happened at

Easter Island when the last tree was chopped down.

 

Let's not become the Easter Island of Whatcom County.  Are we not capable of looking beyond

the required 20-year GMA window to envision our future legacy?

 

Until we do the hard work to ensure a sustainable future, we should resist all incremental

attempts that would ultimately destroy what we hope to preserve.  Death by a thousand cuts is

a painful way to go. | By Larry H

 
Idea Title: Single family homes need to occupied by single families

 
Idea Detail: Create financial incentives for owner occupied single family homes. Or in reverse,

additional fees to folks who convert and rent out single family homes. A single family home
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rented to two or three different people can generate a a cash flow that is hard to resist. Folks

doing this should pay a fee for taking the single family home away from the single family home

inventory. The fee would not apply to renting a single family home to a single family. 

 
Idea Author: Steve J

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: infill and increased minimum wage

 
Idea Detail: First of all let go of the attachment to detached single family homes. Focus on a

mix of housing choices and affordability. Use surveys and interviews to find out what most of

our citizens actually want for housing. Show people that there are alternatives to single family

detached housing that still provide the things people want (gardens, privacy, places to store

bikes and park cars, financial security, options for renovations and adding square footage if

needed etc). Start getting tough with the NIMBYs!!!

Also, increase our minimum wage. Find ways to join with folks in fighting to do away with

student loan debt (student loans prevent people from qualifying for adequate home loan

amounts...) and stop nickle and dime supporting KulshanCLT and get serious about partnering

with them!

 
Idea Author: Ann R

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Pay our way to a healthy community

 
Idea Detail: Reduced fees for certifiably affordable single-family housing makes sense, even

though those costs are passed on to the rest of us. Why is that fair? The lower-income workers

in that housing represent an economic and social community asset from which we all benefit. It

is in the very interest of fairness that we should pay for that benefit we're receiving, through

lower housing costs and/or higher wages.

 

I'm skeptical that lowering of fees for all residential housing would pass affordability benefits

through that matched the cost reductions. But I hope that mechanisms for assuring that pass-

through can be part of existing or future affordable housing certification models.

 

It's also important to distribute this housing throughout the community. Some neighborhoods

would naturally have more than others, but interspersing it would foster diverse communities,

and discourage affordable-intensive projects attractive to the builders who would be tempted to

abuse the subsidy system. 
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Idea Author: Allen M

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Wow, zero likes. Apparently totally missed the mark on wording on this one. How

about if I change it to "Support KCLT?" I kind of thought that would be an obvious implication,

but must have  been feeling contrarian and cranky, preemptively answering critics of that

approach.  | By Allen M
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Topic Name: Neighborhood Character
 
Idea Title: Encourage infill, allow smaller lot sizes and houses & ADUs 

 
Idea Detail: Encourage infill, allow smaller lot sizes, incentives for ADUs, allow smaller/tiny

houses, co-housing, publicly subsidized rentals and home ownership.  Design review to ensure

compatibility with other surrounding land uses.  Allow flexibility for mixing types of residential,

commercial and industrial uses. Allow experimental housing types. Encourage WWU and

WCC to build more housing.

 
Idea Author: Wendy S

 
Number of Stars 17

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: And let's try some of these as pilot programs so the more progressive

neighborhoods can take the risk and point the way! :-) It may be a challenge to persuade one

neighborhood, or not, but it's a lot harder to persuade all 25 before anything can happen. | By

Allen M

 
Comment 2: These are all good ideas Wendy as long as folks want increased density in their

neighborhoods. Since taxpayers subside growth, they should be asked what kind of increased

density they are happy to pay for. | By Christopher G

 
Idea Title: A flaw in the assumptions

 
Idea Detail: The way this question is worded assumes that ALL new residents purchase a

NEW house rather than an EXISTING one.  Since more existing homes are sold each year

than new ones, this assumption is simply not valid.

 

Most neighborhoods in Bellingham accommodate new residents without any impact on

neighborhood character, simply because these new residents move into existing homes. 

 

A better question would be, “How can we retain and enhance the character of our existing

neighborhoods while also accommodating new DEVELOPMENT?”

 

See the difference:  new RESIDENTS vs. new DEVELOPMENT.

 

The question is tainted:  Who wouldn’t want to accommodate new residents?  People love to

help others.  But accommodating new development is a different story.
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Please consider re-wording your question.

 
Idea Author: Larry H

 
Number of Stars 17

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Perhaps we should stop growing.

 
Idea Detail: Bellingham Citizens should engage in a discussion about what we want a

sustainable Bellingham to look like and when we want to reach sustainability, then plan

accordingly. This should be a county wide discussion and we should consider the impact of

growth on the land environment and the Puget Sound. We are losing biodiversity and habitat

and the Sound is in decline due to the impact of growth.

Citizens should be informed of the consequences of growth, the cost of growth and then given

the option to choose low or no growth. Along with degradation of the environment growth

brings more traffic congestion, air and water pollution, higher taxes, more consumption of

resources, and fewer City services because the City is subsidizing growth.

What do we want Bellingham to look like in the future? How would we like to increase density

in our neighborhoods? How big do we want Bellingham to be when it stops growing? When

should Bellingham reach sustainability?

 
Idea Author: Christopher G

 
Number of Stars 17

 
Number of Comments 5

 
Comment 1: I agree totally! | By Ddonna M

 
Comment 2: Growth is part of the human condition?  Really?  If so, it violates the laws of

nature and physics. 

 

Besides, here's a list of 19 countries that have stopped growing:

Germany

Japan

Italy

Austria

Russia
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Hungary

Coatia

Poland

Moldova

Slovakia

Czech Republic

Slovenia

Greece

Belarus

Bulgaria

Latvia

Romania

Estonia

Belarus

 

Your theory that you can't stop growth is irrelevant.  Growth has stopped in these 19 countries

and will eventually stop everywhere else.  It has to; you cannot have infinite growth in a finite

space with finite resources. 

 

That's what Verhulst discovered when he developed the Logistic Model of population growth.

Growth stops when things get bad enough.  Is that your plan?

| By Larry H

 
Comment 3: You can't stop growth. It's part of the human condition. The only way to 'stop

growing' is to put increasingly onerous restrictions on human freedom: you can't build a new

house, you can't move to this place, you can't have more children, etc. (See: China)

 

And in a largely free country, where some of these restrictions would have to be national (or

global) in order to be effective, you'll end up with a patchwork of laws / regulations that then

distort the economy. You may be able to outlaw building even one more residence, but it will

be hard to outlaw moving here. And some people will really want or need to, for jobs, family, or

lifestyle. So prices will escalate. There will be a windfall for existing property owners, and

increasing misery / frustration for renters and people lower on the income scale. (See: long

commutes for low-end workers in NYC, Silicon Valley, etc.)

 

And since the jobs that do remain will still be part of the larger American (and world) economy,

only some prices will be able to adjust to the artificial growth restraints.

 

We can have a long philosophical conversation about the ideal society where land is all held in

trust and places get to say "this many people and no more!", but that isn't really going to make

a difference unless we sway an entire nation-state political unit, and are willing to defend the

borders with incredible vigor.
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For now, we have to live in (and plan for) a Bellingham that exists in a country where people

are allowed to move where they want and where our economy is interconnected with a much

larger one. In that world, draconian anti-growth regulations invariably lead to exactly what

many people here say they don't want: incredible inequality. (Or arguably, incredible equality:

ALL of the houses will be incredibly expensive, ALL of the citizens wealthy and retired. We can

define away the inequality, because the bottom end won't even live in Bellingham -- they'll just

come in on long commutes from the fringes.) | By Bob P

 
Comment 4: I agree that we should stop sprawling.  But I think we can find ways to manage

density increase.  Solar energy, rainwater collection / cleaning / re-use at each house, etc, can

improve our current situation with Lake Whatcom / drinking water sources, utilities

infrastructure, etc. and even allow for more (density).  If we simply stop growing period, then

supply and demand will have us all displaced by wealthier folks from out of state by the next

census.  But I agree with your general idea about irresponsible growth -- the city gets tunnel

vision about new tax revenue streams, for example, and forgets to consider or properly weight

other impacts of that growth -- not the least of which is local community culture & character. |

By David C

 
Comment 5: Thanks Christopher, I agree.  These two Engage Bellingham questions (and the

two before them) place the cart before the horse.  They are also designed to lead us where

those who designed these questions want us to go.  Personally, I don't want to go there.

 

We first need to have a community-wide dialogue about growth in general.

 

1) What are the costs and benefits of additional growth?  (For example, the new jail and the

waterfront infrastructure)

 

2) Given that our resources (land, water, etc.) are finite, and understanding we cannot have

infinite growth in a finite space, what is our end game?  In other words, what is our ideal size...

and have we already reached it? 

 

3) Is growth making our community better or just bigger?

 

Before we implement another 20-year plan, wouldn't we be wise to consider our ultimate

legacy.  We should plan our end game now and then create multiple 20-year plans to reach

that destiny. 

 

We are traveling a path without a road map and without a destination.  We are guaranteed to

arrive at a place other than what we would envision. 

 

If we simply take the time now to establish where we want to be when we've reached our
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maximum carrying capacity and limits to growth, we'll know our destination AND a road map to

get us there.

 

That is REAL planning. | By Larry H

 
Idea Title: Urban Villages, such as Fairhaven and Downtown.

 
Idea Detail: Urban Villages, such as Fairhaven and Downtown can accommodate many more

people.  They are close to services.  Many people now would prefer more urban living and not

to be bothered by taking care of a yard.  Adding density in Downtown and other urban villages

also adds a variety to Bellingham.  Leave the neighborhoods alone and preserve their

neighborhood character as has been promised.

 
Idea Author: Louise B

 
Number of Stars 15

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Allow residents to put in "Mother-in-law" additions

 
Idea Detail: If you want to increase population density 'and' retain character of the

neighborhood, allow additions like "Mother-in-law" type w/o requiring that the lot(s) be

subdivided. It will increase the value of the lot and retain the community character. These type

of additional units make it easier for the property owner to maintain the rental/lease and guard

against the unit or the entire property being subjected to noise violations, degraded units and

land from lack of proper maintenance. There are a lot of areas inside Bellingham that this

could easily be done.

 
Idea Author: Kristin K

 
Number of Stars 14

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Allow accessory dwelling units.  

 
Idea Detail: ADUs have been done successfully in many cities, and don't have to change the

character of a neighborhood.  What will change neighborhood character is letting home prices

get so high that only the rich can afford them.  If you want the "character" to remain the same,

make certain working class people can afford to continue buying homes in Bellingham.
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Idea Author: Linda T

 
Number of Stars 12

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Pilot neighborhood-specific ADUs in single-family zones 

 
Idea Detail: While there are reasonable fears based on long-ago unregulated ADU buildout, I

believe ADUs can actually enhance the character of single-family neighborhoods. Regs for

adequate parking, min lot size, and max s.f. could create affordable housing options that would

enrich the diversity of our single-family neighborhoods while maintaining the small-dwelling,

homey character that's at the heart of what we love about single-family.

 

Some neighborhoods have especially strong fears around this, in effect preventing the whole

city from experimenting. I would love to see a pilot program, in which neighborhoods that

demonstrate a collective willingness to try ADUs in a limited-scope trial would be able to. Much

of the framework for design thinking around doing it right is already in the unfortunately-named

Infill Housing regs in 20.28.100.

 

A 5-year pilot in a qualified area, with follow-up impact analysis, would seem a productive

option for the city's required ADU ordinance update.

 

 
Idea Author: Allen M

 
Number of Stars 11

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: The above is a specific tactical approach that would work in concert along with

the higher-density multifamily solutions noted here. While the majority of added housing should

be in those forms, if 1 in 4 single-family homes eventually supported a single/couple-sized

ADU, that would not be a trivial amount of housing added to the picture.  | By Allen M

 
Comment 2: Great Idea Allen. ADUs can provide affordable housing and at the same time

provide income to home owners helping them afford to stay in Bellingham. ADUs don't

contribute to sprawl and perhaps they would need less public subsidy than other housing.

They would still contribute to the increase in the cost of schools, water and sewage treatment,

fire and police protection, road maintenance, health services, and other costs of growth. Until
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we decide Bellingham should stop growing, ADUs may be a good idea. It is especially

important not to forced them into neighborhoods that oppose them.  | By Christopher G

 
Idea Title: Slow down the influx of new people

 
Idea Detail: I don't know how this could be done, but we have a limited amount of land, due to

Puget Sound on one side, Canada on another, and Mt. Baker on the third.  Thus we have to

find a way to make it harder for more people to move here.  This will become more important

as water becomes a bigger issue, especially with California drying up.  We too have drought,

and it will only worsen with more people.

 
Idea Author: Alys K

 
Number of Stars 9

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: Excellent idea Alys.  The best way to slow down the influx of new people is for the

city and county to stop using tax dollars to subsidize development here. 

 

If you pay property taxes, the money you pay is being used to incentivize growth.  If you're not

happy about that, then ask the City and County Councils to ensure that growth pays its own

way. | By Larry H

 
Comment 2: I can understand the concerns, but it might be worth considering that

Bellingham's growth has dropped almost three-fold from the previous decade, and may even

continue to fall (also the drought will probably lighten up within a year according to a recent

report by a UW scientist). We're already far behind the growth the state is seeing. If the current

path isn't fitting well, isolation may not be the answer that some think. Whatcom will fill up

regardless, and our image as a potentially progressive city may change quite a bit depending

on how residents feel towards the neighbors outside Bellingham. | By Alex S

 
Idea Title: Allow Tiny Houses. Expand UGA. 

 
Idea Detail: Find appropriate locations for clusters of tiny houses. Bring more SFH housing

stock by expanding the UGA. Neighborhood character will forever change in the typical

Bellingham neighborhood if the cost puts it out of reach of middle class folks. 

 
Idea Author: Mark S

 
Number of Stars 9
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Number of Comments 3

 
Comment 1: UGA expansion cost much more that any returns. It should only be as a last

resort after other options are depleted. | By Steve J

 
Comment 2: Expanding the Urban Growth Area will just be more urban sprawl. Which costs

the taxpayers more to serve, fire, police, sewer, water, all infrastructure. HIgher taxes is not

acceptable, especially to people on fixed incomes. | By Ddonna M

 
Comment 3: What is SFH and UGA? | By David C

 
Idea Title: Don't crowd up existing neighborhoods with detached ADU's 

 
Idea Detail: Don't crowd up existing neighborhoods with detached ADU's, pipestems, etc.  We

moved from the county to a house in Bellingham with a big backyard in the Birchwood

neighborhood, so we could live in town with a rural feel.  If you crowd up this neighborhood

with more people, it seems like you will encourage us to move out to the county again taking

up farmland. 

 
Idea Author: Jean R

 
Number of Stars 7

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: Interesting point Jean. I tend to feel that well-designed ADUs are unlikely to

create a "crowded up" feel, at least to the degree that it would be likely to promote urban flight.

However, your point is well-taken, in that different people have different thresholds for feeling

crowded, and mine may be higher than yours. Birchwood has a lot of 10,000 sf lots, quite a bit

larger than our 6,500 sf lot in Sehome, which in itself seems larger than lots in some areas

around town. I haven't closely considered how those large hybrid lots (not really urban, not

really rural) could fit into a mix of neighborhoods, but I'm going to think about it more now. I

definitely don't believe a one-size-fits-all zoning solution is the way to go. I think that much of

the density buildout in Seattle fits precisely with what a lot of us have been lobbying for, and

now presents us with some case studies about deeper thinking where it's created problems.

So while I'm strongly pro-ADU for select areas, and pro-density in general, I wouldn't want to

see a blanket approach taken across all neighborhoods. | By Allen M

 
Comment 2: I think apartments over the garage, or basement apartments won't shrink your

backyard any.  There might be a way to allow ADU's with limitations like that.  I'm not sure
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what penalties of 'crowding-up the neighborhood' you may be concerned about, but would be

interesting to know. | By David C

 
Idea Title: Character of a neighborhood is in the eye of the beholder

 
Idea Detail: People often think that all of the houses need to be alike to be a vibrant

neighborhood, while that is furthest from factual.  What makes neighborhoods great is a

diversity of housing style, shape and sizes that appeals to all age groups.

 
Idea Author: Bill H

 
Number of Stars 7

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: require a certain amount of infill in each neighborhood

 
Idea Detail: One thing to keep in mind is that many of the folks who proclaim to speak for their

neighborhood do not reflect the age and income demographics of their neighbors. They

represent the demographics of who they want in their neighborhoods. Stop listening to the elite

few squeaky wheels that have infinite amounts of time and make a concerted effort to promote

the positives of infill to our largest city wide demographic: people between 20 and 40 yrs old.

Tie infill to preserving farmland and protecting air and water quality and promoting clean

energy. 

 
Idea Author: Ann R

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Limit adjacent residential buildings by a single builder

 
Idea Detail: One reason older neighborhoods look the way they do is because the homes and

buildings were built by various builders over time. Newer neighborhoods tend to be developed

in large swaths by a single entity and, as would be expected, with only slight variations in

colors and floor-plans, the homes look alike and collectively exude the suburban uniformity

which is the antithesis of neighborhood character. Especially with infill strategies (but with new

developments, too) I it would be great, I think, to limit the amount that any one builder can build

in the same area to ensure that neighborhoods keep their distinctive mix of building types

-- also mixing in, single home projects, well-defined ADU options, etc. In conversations about
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neighborhood character, assurances about design standards are often given. But character is

an organic process more than a standardized one I think. If character is a real value, then I

think we should consider policies that encourage building variety.

 
Idea Author: Hugh C

 
Number of Stars 5

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Three options: Sprawl, density, or stagnation

 
Idea Detail: This question is almost offensively biased. As the recent hubbub in Sunnyland

showed us, neighborhoods seem more interested in their property values and views than with

supporting the growth of our city. Assuming we don't want to stagnate, we either have to

accept suburban sprawl, which increases infrastructure costs, or density, which requires that

some of our neighborhoods get a change of feel. Rather than saying "no apartments here,"

Sunnyland could have asked the question, "What kind of multifamily spaces fit within our

character? How do we decide our growth for the future?"

 

I love Bellingham and I love Sunnyland (which I border closely), but I can assure you that it is

not undying love of my current place that has kept me renting here for 15 years. What keeps

me here is the knowledge that if I want something equivalent in terms of space, I have to leave

town, triple my rent, or accept 40 college students as neighbors.

 

Every line in the sand makes success less likely.

 
Idea Author: Caleb S

 
Number of Stars 5

 
Number of Comments 5

 
Comment 1: I disagree with the term 'stagnation'.  Some of the most intelligent and well-

respected economists in the world promote the STEADY STATE.  A steady state is certainly

not stagnation;  those who promote it understand that infinite growth in a finite space violates

the laws of physics. 

 

We cannot grow forever.  But we can determine what our ideal size is.  That is where we

should be spending our time and energy rather than rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic

as these questions are directing us to do.
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For more info on the Steady State Economy, visit steadystate.org.   | By Larry H

 
Comment 2: Check out San Luis Obispo Ca. I don't know if they chose to stop growing, but I

was told they have high impact fees which has the effect of low growth. It is a very desirable

City to live in, but I doubt there is much affordable housing. Let's look for an example of what

we want Bellingham to be in the future. Portland? or is that to big? To tell the truth I like

Bellingham the way it is, perhaps with density down town and ADUs in neighborhoods that

want them. I am opposed to development that contributes to the degradation of the

environment, especially the Puget Sound. For that reason I support minimum or no growth. |

By Christopher G

 
Comment 3: @Caleb, I really like your better questions for Sunnyland.

 

Dispersed around town are a handful of small apartment buildings that predate the single-

family zoning where they sit. The stucco unit at the corner of Potter & Gladstone in York stands

out as an example. That building adds positive character to the surrounding area while

providing affordable housing and greater density on one residential lot.

 

It sits across the street from one of the most traditionally "nice" historic homes in the

neighborhood, complete with Victorian trim, gazebo porch, white picket fence, and lovely

gardens. I stopped a few years back to ask the owner of that home whether the building or any

resultant noise or traffic troubled them or impinged on their quality of life. The woman I spoke

with sounded almost surprised by the question, like it had never occurred to her, and indicated

that none of that had ever been at issue.

 

So I agree - we need more questions like "What kind of multifamily spaces fit within our

character?" I think we'd discover that in many cases, our reflexive answers wouldn't match our

considered ones. But that will require carefully moderated conversations. | By Allen M

 
Comment 4: @Christopher, I agree that the growth paradigm needs questioning. Are there any

examples of communities that have chosen to stop growing, to look toward? The equity

challenges seem insurmountable but I'd love to know if someone has been even partly

successful at it. | By Allen M

 
Comment 5: A fourth option is to stop growing. I moved to get out of Seattle in 1969 and I still

love Bellingham, but at some time we will be another Seattle or Vancouver BC. At very least

we should choose slow growth until we decide what we want the future Bellingham to be like,

then stop growing when we reach that point. | By Christopher G

 
Idea Title: Educate the public on just where they can live

 
Idea Detail: Zoning in Bellingham is very confusing.  So where can we build or even re-model,
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to put in more cheaper housing.  There is a lot of areas within the current borders of

Bellingham for more housing, but is the market really there and I would say no it is not!  Except

where their is a good friend or relative who is willing to sell there house for less then what the

market says it is.  Sure we can, those better off, can pay for the cheaper housing, but there are

very few examples of success stores.  We do have a number of opportunities to address this

issue, but very few people know that? 

 
Idea Author: Richard M

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Establish architectural and  density standards

 
Idea Detail: Density is part of a neighborhoods' character so any change, up or down, affects

how a neighborhood feels. Density limits need to be established for each Neighborhood. New

develop must respect the current look and feel of the neighborhood. Included in the standards

are realistic  regarding providing off street parking. For example: It is apparent that it is very

likely any single family home built near the University will not be occupied by a single family

but will probably have an adult in every bedroom. Parking standards for single family structures

do not work in these neighborhoods. A university impact zone that recognizes this by requiring

additional off street parking be provided for residences in these zones near the University.

 
Idea Author: Steve J

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Better accommodations for dysfunctional elements

 
Idea Detail: We've got a number of folks -- vulnerable populations such as mentally ill or

recovering drug-addicts, and others -- parolees, sex-offenders, et al -- whom, to be candid, I

think most folks don't want to have as neighbors -- at least in any large volume, within context

of this question about retaining and enhancing neighborhood character.  We as a society are

responsible for taking care of these folks -- they need food, housing and other services.  To

meet both needs -- to prevent areas like Samish Way from developing or getting worse for

example, we need to have better accommodations for these folks in other places.  That means

voting for expanded bus service, for example, to enable these folks to connect to food &

services further away from town.
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Idea Author: David C

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Mind the roads...

 
Idea Detail: Worst and best... 

 

Worst thing about our roads are... 1) out-of-town traffic going for Costco of other big-box

stores.  Business and taxes are great, I know.  Trying to walk or bicycle up the Guide Meridian

north of Birchwood, Bakerview and a few others is dangerous.  Please don't bring that mess

any further south / nearer city-center than it already is.  2) Commuters short-cutting through

neighborhoods -- design some one-ways, lower the speed limit to 15, etc. to make cutting

through neighborhoods take significantly longer than sticking to the main arterials. 

 

Best... 1) the trail system is great -- I can walk through Columbia Neighborhood all the way to

Fairhaven -- it's terrific.  I'd love to see a no-cars route through Columbia, to be honest.  I could

live with a few more dead-end / one-way roads in exchange.  2) Bus system is decent on

weekdays (lots of room for improvement still).

 
Idea Author: David C

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: codes and affordable houses

 
Idea Detail: Loosen codes so people who want to can build small affordable homes such as

cob, straw bale, or tiny homes.  Stop contractors from building tract homes with too much

space in them.  Many don't want/can't afford tract homes with 3 - 4 bedrooms and 2 - 3

bathrooms and a family room.  Allow land in Bham that is offered through Trusts, or where

there are big lots to have more than one small home on them, with some limits, as long as they

don't adversely impact neighbors.  Building more apartment buildings cheapens our

county/city, invites more transients and those who don't care about where they live and

eventually those apartments become slums.  

 
Idea Author: Alys K
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Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Cordata Neighborhood

 
Idea Detail: We are an elder community centered geographically around the  community

college. I'd like to see fostered connections between WCC and its neighbors, something  more

than the library connection. What about inviting neighbors to use the new gym? Or attend

events at a discount? Or recognize their volunteer contributions to the ESL/ABE programs?

The nursing school could develop a closer relationship with the assisted living in the

neighborhood. 

 
Idea Author: Mary M

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Provide an orientation to the city

 
Idea Detail: An orientation would help new residents feel more welcomed. A written orientation

to the city's neighborhoods and resources could be mailed shortly after new residents arrived.

Then an invitation could be given to an oral presentation and opportunity to ask questions,

meet a few of the city's key actors, and meet a few new neighbors. Maybe the president of the

neighborhood association from the neighborhood where the new residents are living could

drop by and welcome them. 

 
Idea Author: David G

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Safety First

 
Idea Detail: Each of our neighborhoods already has a great deal to offer such as the amenities

and those special places, parks being just one of them.  But, unfortunately we forget about

keeping and making them safe or even safer.  We not only need to light up with street lights,

we should also make sure our homes and businesses are well lite.  Keeping our valuable safe
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and secure in our homes, our cars and even at the office.  Of course talking with your

neighbors is another way of being safe.  Criminals do like it when we are talking with each

other and listening to each other, and when we decide what each of us need to do to have a

safe, economically strong and an environment we can all enjoy crime goes away.

 
Idea Author: Richard M

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: The New Urbanism

 
Idea Detail: The only method I am aware of that truly satisfactorily reconciles these otherwise

contradictory criteria is the one exemplified by the highly successful Kentlands development in

Maryland outside Washington DC, and spelled out in detail in Andres Duany's SUBURBAN

NATION: The Rise of Sprawl and the Decline of the American Dream. 

 
Idea Author: Andrew R

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: sharing back yards, neighbors can get to know each other.

 
Idea Detail: Shared back yards would help people actually get to know each other, and save

space.

 
Idea Author: Ddonna M

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Start with Marine Heritage Park

 
Idea Detail: These people have been parking their shopping carts on D Street for the last three

days. They are also sleeping and lounging on private property to the right which is clearly

marked "no trespassing". I have witnessed police cars and meter maids driving by but the carts

still remain. There are similar trespassers and parkers visible around and in Marine Heritage.

There has been a lot of talk about the city stepping up and making Marine Heritage park

something to be proud of and that people want to visit. The Lettered Streets neighborhood

should benefit as a long term result. Left unattended the problems will only get worse as

summer progresses. Is there a plan to deal with this?

Thank you,.
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Idea Author: Larry T

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Note the website did not post my photos.  Can the site be fixed please? | By Larry

T

 
Idea Title: Improve sidewalks in the older neighborhoods

 
Idea Detail: Many people enjoy walking in the Broadway Park area, however many of the

sidewalks are in very poor repair or non-existent.  One of the best parts about that

neighborhood is the diversity of home prices.  Contrary to many peoples ideas that all houses

should be of the same style and quality.  This is certainly not the case in Broadway Park area

and prices remain very constant.

 
Idea Author: Bill H

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Offer an orientation to new residents

 
Idea Detail: Offering new residents an orientation to the city would help make them feel

welcomed. A written orientation describing the city and its resources with handy contact

information could be mailed to each new resident sometime within the first two-three months

after their arrival. Then an invitation to an oral presentation could be scheduled so that new

residents could meet some of the city's key actors and a few other new residents.  

 
Idea Author: David G

 
Number of Comments 0
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Topic Name: Quality of Life
 
Idea Title: Require new development to pay its own way

 
Idea Detail: Much attention has been focused on providing affordable housing, but very little

attention on maintaining affordability.  In the past dozen or so years, property taxes have risen

at twice the rate of inflation.  Much of the increase in taxes is the result of subsidies that

homeowners pay toward the cost of new development.

 

If city officials cared as much about existing residents as they do about people who have not

even moved here, they would raise impact fees so that new development actually pays its own

way.  As it stands now, new development pays substantially less than 50% of the costs

associated with accommodating new development.

 

For those who are not familiar with impact fees, when impact fees are too low, existing

homeowners are forced to pay these costs, resulting in a wealth transfer from you to

developers.

 

For those city officials who are ‘listening’, do you not care about those of us who already live

here?

 
Idea Author: Larry H

 
Number of Stars 17

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Discuss desired population growth

 
Idea Detail: I suggest the citizens, led by our city government, have a serious discussion of the

kind of future we want for the city. A key element of that desired future is the amount (if any) of

population growth we want to occur in the city (and, perhaps, in the county).

My sense is most of the inputs to and work on comprehensive plans is from people with a

vested interest in growth. Average citizens either don't have time or don't know how to make

their voices heard.

 
Idea Author: Eric H

 
Number of Stars 15

 
Number of Comments 1
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Comment 1: I agree.  What's worse is the fact that when "average citizens" try to make their

voices heard, they have been entirely ignored by the city's planning commission, the majority

of whom are pro-development and earn a living from development, construction, and/or real

estate activities.

 

http://www.nwcitizen.com/entry/planning-or-development-commission

 

Even while they congratulate themselves on a job well done, they have made a mockery of the

process.

 

Shame on Mayor Linville for appointing a planning commission with such a heavy pro-

development bias.

 

We have asked city officials to provide a venue for a discussion on Bellingham's rate of

population growth, but our request has been denied.  Plan B? | By Larry H

 
Idea Title: Our neighborhoods have value.  Preserve and protect them.

 
Idea Detail: We need to preserve and protect our neighborhoods, making sure each has

quality of life amenities.  When people feel good about their neighborhood, they fix the roof,

paint their house and are more involved in the community, rather than thinking about where

they should move to.

 
Idea Author: Louise B

 
Number of Stars 14

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Allow more housing to be built (inside existing city limits)

 
Idea Detail: If the city doesn't allow more housing to be built, prices will continue to rise and

middle-class residents will be priced out of the market. It's already difficult to move from renting

to owning in this city.

 
Idea Author: Bob P

 
Number of Stars 12

 
Number of Comments 13
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Comment 1: As you might expect, there are dozens of studies on both sides of the issue, so

you'll have to choose which ones you rely on.  The studies against impact fees are virtually all

produced by pro-development organizations who have a profit incentive to maintain the status

quo.

 

What's clear is that there is a significant transfer of wealth occurring.  Raising impact fees to

the max will reduce, but not eliminate, that wealth transfer.  It is not legal to collect impact fees

on many significant capital cost.  (Your property taxes will likely increase to build the new jail.)

 

Population growth and development is also adversely impacting our levels of service (primarily

because revenues are not adequate to maintain the LOS) and reducing our quality of life.

 

That is the Great Debate we need to have. | By Larry H

 
Comment 2: S'alright, it would be great to see some studies on correlation between impact fee

potential collected and outcomes. Especially if there are some outliers collecting the max.

(Maybe Burlington VT?) | By Allen M

 
Comment 3: Yes, cities and counties are not even close to capturing the full impact fee

revenue permitted legally.  There is a lack of political will to do so.  Cities point to each other

and claim that City A isn’t doing it, so we can’t either.  Bull!  We can do it; we just won’t do it.

The same for school districts.

 

Even if we did collect the 99% allowed by law, we would still be subsidizing all other capital

costs associated with growth (like the $100 million jail, and $$$ million new library, etc.).

Worse, we’ll still suffer the adverse impacts from lower levels of service and reduced quality of

life. 

 

How much more traffic congestion are we willing to live with?

 

How much more air and water pollution?

 

How much more farmland and open space do we want paved over?

 

How much higher do we want our taxes to be?

 

How much more of our natural resources do we want consumed?

 

In what way is higher population growth making Bellingham better?

 

| By Larry H
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Comment 4: Thanks! Given that, is the main issue that we aren't capturing the full impact fee

revenue permitted legally?  | By Allen M

 
Comment 5: Proportionate share is essentially a cost accounting function.  In certain cases,

the proportionate share is the full cost. 

 

For example, the proposed level of service (LOS) under the 2014 Bellingham Parks,

Recreation & Open Space (PRO) Plan is 35.8 acres per 1000 residents.  Let’s assume our

current LOS is 35.8 and a new development is proposed that will add 1000 new residents.

The city will need to purchase 35.8 acres of park land for that development.  The full cost of

acquiring those 35.8 acres is the proportionate share of the development because the new

development is solely responsible for the requirement to purchase 35.8 acres of parkland.

 

In other cases, where existing capacity and new capacity are not so clearly delineated, there

are cost accounting models that are used to determine what share of the new capacity is

related to the new development.

 

Keep in mind that impact fees can only cover four growth costs: roads, parks, fire protection

equipment, and schools.  Impact fees are not permitted for any other costs that increase with

population growth:  jails, libraries, museums, government buildings, police facilities, etc.  Every

one of these costs are 100% subsidized by existing residents.

| By Larry H

 
Comment 6: This is all interesting stuff Larry, thanks. I fundamentally believe that until we have

a steady-state economy, we're hosed. Any differences you and I have are probably just in the

short game tactics.

 

Do you have a legal definition of the "proportionate" share? The common use semantics

suggest that is something other than the full costs.  | By Allen M

 
Comment 7: Allen, in 2006 I worked with former Councilwoman Joan Beardsley and Pat

Mason with the Municipal Research & Services Center (MRSC.org) to research the impact fee

issue.  The MRSC is funded by state taxes and its mission is to "support effective local

government in Washington through trusted consultation, research, training and collaboration."

 

Based on Pat's research, impact fees can cover 99% of the proportionate share. 

 

I'm forwarding to you via email an abridged version of an email thread between Joan, Pat

Mason, and me from 2006.

 

There is an alternative to endless growth: The Steady State (1).
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You might be interested in Steady Stater Brian Czech's new book: Supply Shock: Economic

growth at the crossroads and the Steady State solution. (2)

 

(1) http://steadystate.org/

 

(2) http://supplyshock.org/ | By Larry H

 
Comment 8: Well, that's pretty interesting. To the degree it pans out, it would change that

global sum. But still probably gets lost in the noise relative to local economic and quality of life

conditions that drive demand from market to market. Don't get me wrong, I'm not trying to be

an apologist for growth, I just think that a great community is the end game.

 

Little or no growth might help provide that, though that's obviously not a universally held view

even among residents without commercial interest in growth. But I am concerned about

pouring a lot of energy into no-growth when, even if successful, we're going to see a lot of

building before we hit it.

 

You cite RCW 82.02.050, but I think "...full 'proportionate share'" may be a bit of an oxymoron;

I haven't looked up the legal sense of proportionate, but RCW 82.02.050 section 2 *explicitly*

prohibits having the growth cost carried by impact fees: "...must provide for a balance between

impact fees and other sources of public funds and cannot rely solely on impact fees." I suspect

that "proportionate" may mean... their share when the costs are divided among the community,

or maybe what we have today.

 

So that is a battle that is only going to be won at the state level, and I'd suggest that the GMA

has probably done more good in making the growth that happened rational, than harm from

assuming growth. I'd be hesitant to start chipping at its foundations without a clear

understanding around that.

 

I'm happy that people are questioning the assumption that growth is inevitable, and pushing to

instigate change. Downtown Detroit started to improve when they realized they had been

planning for growth for 40 years of recession, and when they changed that, their planning was

more successful in getting good results because it was in tune with reality. I just would hate to

see that be our main approach to the bottom line goal of a great community.

| By Allen M

 
Comment 9: Allen, regarding your comment about global population increases, please

consider this:

 

"According to the United Nations, some 48% of the world's people lives in a country where

birthrates are not sufficient to sustain existing populations:  All of Europe except Iceland, BRIC
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mainstains Brazil, Russia and China, Japan, and even some emerging markets like Vietnam.

 

"The exception to this demographic trend is the United States, which has similarly low

birthrates, but is taking in more than a million immigrants a year." (1)

 

At some point, given the call for US immigration reform, it is likely that the US will join more

than 19 other countries with declines in population.

 

Planning for high rates of growth contradicts the long-term trend, globally in developed

countries, and ultimately locally as well.

 

The first thing we need to do is stop promoting population growth locally.  We start by

eliminating all development subsidies in the form of property taxes paid to cover the costs to

accommodate population growth.  We accomplish that by requiring development to pay their

full "proportionate share" of these costs as provided by RCW 82.02.050.

 

(1) http://qz.com/162788/japan-is-rapidly-losing-population-and-half-the-world-is-about-to-join-

it/ | By Larry H

 
Comment 10: @Tristan - completely with you on how what we get offered for affordable supply

is potentially endless, and that we need to contain it un some way. I took Eric to mean there

were onerous restrictions inside current city limits, not to expand the limits.

 

As a sidebar though, there's a lot of questions about an axiom that demand is unlimited over

time. First, there's local vs. global. Globally, population increase indicates that is true. But on

that scale, the only alternative to building more housing is leaving people homeless, so let's

assume that as long as populations grow, we need more housing in total.

 

Then we get to local - where should that housing go? Distribution of demand is highly variable

across localities, with Detroit and other areas shrinking, and most areas growing. So it's

theoretically possible to cap growth locally, though it gets messy with the state GMA, that

requires us to plan for a certain level of growth, including providing capacity.

 

Since I haven't seen much of anything but urban decay or loss of industry cause growth to stop

in a given community, *and* much of what gets built to accommodate growth is so destructive

of community character, it still feels appropriate to me to focus on *what* gets built at least as

diligently as *how much* gets built. | By Allen M

 
Comment 11: @Allen: The other thing about housing is that the demand is essentially

unlimited over time.  The only thing that will satisfy an unlimited demand is an unlimited supply

- and that means endless expansion of urban areas no matter what the density.  Does

anybody want to see Whatcom County totally urbanized?  Only the builders who plan to move
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elsewhere when they're done.  That means we should be having a discussion about where to

stop urban expansion and how to do it - as Eric H suggests above.  Massive urban expansion

and quality of life are mutually exclusive, IMO. | By Tristan S

 
Comment 12: I'd be interested in hearing what obstacles there are currently. @Tristan, it

seems fair to say that supply and demand cannot be decoupled, they are only meaningful

relative to each other. Prices always rise with demand pending a response in the supply. The

thing about housing is that demand is created by an area being desirable, and a knee-jerk

response of building masses of unappealing housing without careful planning will lower prices

partly through supply, and partly by making the area less desirable.

 

What we need to figure out as a community is how to increase supply while retaining the

aesthetic qualities that make us still want to live here! A lot of work has gone into the high-

density part of this equation, which I support. I do believe though that we need to pay much

more attention to the quality aspect of each project to avoid creating a lot of cheap (as

opposed to affordable) construction that will degrade the "feel" of Bellingham. | By Allen M

 
Comment 13: Building more houses won't keep the prices down Bob.  If it did, coastal

California would be the cheapest place to live in the nation - and it isn't.  Look at a place where

they aren't building any houses if you want to find a cheap one. The problem is demand, not

supply.  | By Tristan S

 
Idea Title: No more sprawl

 
Idea Detail: Lawrence Livermore does annual estimates of energy use in the US. Here is the

latest one: https://www.llnl.gov/news/american-energy-use-slightly-carbon-emissions-almost-

unchanged-0

 

As you can see, the big users of energy are electricity generation and transportation. They are

also the big wasters of energy, 67% waste in the case of electricity generation, and 79% waste

in the case of transportation. The chart demurely refers to waste as “rejected energy”. Overall,

according to the report,  the US wastes about 60% of its energy.

 

Sprawl is the main generator of transportation wastes, and also of the associated emissions

(both toxic and greenhouse), not to speak of traffic deaths and both public and private

expense.

 

That’s one of the many reasons why we have to rein in the Comp Plan growth projections and

reject any plans to expand UGAs.

 
Idea Author: Stoney B
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Number of Stars 12

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: The City only recieves a fraction of every dollar in taxes from sprawl. But the

costs to city taxpaers grows. Something to think about expanding UGA's! | By Ddonna M

 
Idea Title: Dealing full on with the danger and noise of train traffic.

 
Idea Detail:    The noise of train horns all night long is a sleep-wrecker. The obstruction of

trains at crossings is a growing problem. Dangerous train cargoes and the record of

horrendous community dear and destruction from oil trains are a grave concern: We are highly

vulnerable,

  In our current situation, citizens and communities fall victim to the railroad industry. Current

laws and regulations support this.

  Quality of life and our jewel of the waterfront are hugely impacted by the railroad. I urge our

city officials to work rapidly toward the creation of a quiet zone in Bellingham at night.

  In addition, I urge them to initiate or join existing coalitions of communities to re-regulate the

railroad industry to accommodate the safety of the communities through which trains pass.

  

 
Idea Author: Jillian G

 
Number of Stars 12

 
Number of Comments 2

 
Comment 1: http://www.cob.org/government/mayor/civic-agenda/2015-01-08-quiet-zones.aspx

| By Travis B

 
Comment 2: Abso-freakin'-lutely! | By Allen M

 
Idea Title:  stop fossil fuel trains & the coal terminal

 
Idea Detail: Find a legal way to stop coal and Bakken oil trains going through our city/county

and stop the coal terminal.  This could possibly be done by using the Public Trust Doctrine and

the Magna Carta, both of which have been used to enforce and win many legal cases in this

country.

 
Idea Author: Alys K
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Number of Stars 10

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Eliminate homelessness.

 
Idea Detail: A decade ago the overwhelmingly Republican state of Utah adopted a strategy of

eliminating homelessness. The legislature set up a special tax, all of whose proceeds go into

creating permanent housing (not shelters) for the homeless. By now they have virtually

eliminated chronic homelessness. This goes beyond our present program focused exclusively

on veterans and families. It is important not to confuse this with the 2012 Bellingham Housing

Levy, whose proceeds go to subsiding affordable housing. By definition, the homeless cannot

afford subsidized housing. They need free housing. Every calculation I have seen shows that

providing free and decent housing is cheaper on a per capita basis than what we spend now in

our horrendously inadequate way of dealing with them (through jail, emergency room, etc.).

This allows them a permanent address, the ability to hold a job and vote, etc. As major U.S.

cities have shown, the housing can be very architecturally attractive.

 
Idea Author: Andrew R

 
Number of Stars 9

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: buy more green (open) space.

 
Idea Detail: Please continue to buy more green space around town, make some for recreation

but other areas should just be left natural. My hometown Boulder, Colorado began this process

in the 1970's and now have a city with an incredible lifestyle. Other cities adjacent to Boulder,

Louisville, Broomfield , sold out for the tax dollar for strip malls and and big box stores and

have no quality tracts of land left. B'ham still has a chance to save areas before development

moves in. Thanks.

 
Idea Author: Lisa L

 
Number of Stars 9

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Discuss and agree on what is "great".
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Idea Detail: Some feel the City has been getting steadily better and see the expansion of jobs,

housing, and the urban area as progress.  Others see most of these changes as a steady

erosion of our quality of life.  Until these views are resolved, a significant proportion of the

population will remain unhappy about the administration and planning that guides our future.

The City should host a dialog where these differing views can be explored and resolved into

some sort of a very long range plan that is specific regarding economic and urban expansion.

 
Idea Author: Tristan S

 
Number of Stars 9

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: I think this is along the same line as my post here http://bit.ly/1LzAtDY.

Community input is normally distilled into a Vision Statement, and future actions should all be

coherent with that. According to one response at that post, we have one that lots of input went

into, though I still haven't found it.

 

Hence my slightly different take on this - I think Bellingham residents have over the years, in

many venues and official documents, made their general ideas about "great" well-known. It

lives in the Waterfront Futures Group and WAG docs, in the elusive city Vision statement, and

many other places. What I believe we need is to validate that one last time in the form of a

Vision statement, but critically, put legal teeth to that so that it is in fact followed in practice,

and cannot be easily interpreted to allow for things that are really in direct contradiction of the

spirit. | By Allen M

 
Idea Title: Clean up the bay

 
Idea Detail: Remove toxins, pollutants and algae.

 
Idea Author: Helene T

 
Number of Stars 8

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Create Wildlife protection committee in city.  

 
Idea Detail: We need wildlife to survive to balance our eco system.  Quit eliminating their

habitat in the city.  
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Idea Author: Jean R

 
Number of Stars 7

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Concentrate on the waterfront development. 

 
Idea Detail: The bay and its waterfront is a strong attraction. Getting the Cornwall Beach Park

area finished and connecting it to Boulevard Park with the second over-water walkway will

make it  possible for many more people to enjoy recreation by the water. 

 
Idea Author: David G

 
Number of Stars 7

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: eliminate coal trains

 
Idea Detail: They are noisy, dangerous, polluting and they challenge bus service, they are

climate changing, I can't believe they are still running. 

 
Idea Author: Ellen C

 
Number of Stars 7

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Create an Department of Community 

 
Idea Detail: Great ideas come from the grass roots and the people who live in the specific

place. Create a place to encourage that. The last Pecha Kutcha event at Mt. Baker Theatre

was spectacular ! Tons of community involvement/creativity and well attended by all ages. One

valid comment was to focus on solution that meet critical community needs like homeless

issues, crime, etc. instead of a huge hamster wheel.... I tend to agree. Let's continue the fun,

community involvement, connections, and creative solutions to tough issues too.... 

 
Idea Author: Shannon M

 
Number of Stars 7
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Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: More walking trails, bike paths, parks and open space.

 
Idea Detail: We need outdoor activities for our mental and physical health.  Also more paths

and trails will cut down on gas use which cuts down on air pollution.

 
Idea Author: Jean R

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Keep Bellingham compact. 

 
Idea Detail: Don't allow large housing developments to be built and allow urban sprawl. Protect

the rural areas and lifestyles.

 
Idea Author: Ddonna M

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Support single-family housing

 
Idea Detail: More land available for single-family housing. The scarcity of actual buildable land

is driving up prices and creating a city where only the well-off can afford to live.  The other side

of that equation is LIVING-WAGE jobs.  We have plenty of low-income retail positions. The city

needs to actively support or cultivate business and industry that provide wages at or greater

than the median income.

 
Idea Author: Linda T

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: stop the coal/fossil fuel trains 
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Idea Detail: put a moratorium on coal, oil or any type of fossil fuel train from traveling through

our city/county.

 
Idea Author: Alys K

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: 100% sustainability. More greenways, bike lanes, & parks

 
Idea Detail: In order to make Bellingham a great place to live for years to come, we need to be

a sustainable community  (energy, food, and water).

 

More greenways connecting districts and greenways connecting sfh/mfh with

retail/businesses/grocery stores would make a large city feel more like a smaller community.

 

More bike lanes around the city would make bikers feel safer, encourage more to enjoy the

city, get excercise, and be more environmentally friendly.

 
Idea Author: Raena A

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Make those protected Bike lanes. | By Joe W

 
Idea Title: Listen to all sides; don't set groups vs each other

 
Idea Detail: Ideas are squelched when contributions are rejected.  Maintain civil discourse and

discourage marginalization.  A very recent (city-sponsored?) solicitation advocated action "for

the people rather than for developers" or something like that.  I'm no fan of developers as a

class, but they are people.  Local smug self-righteousness can get terribly extreme.  Many

pacifists are the first to pick fights, it seems, unwilling to grant the humanity of anyone with

different ideas.

 

Between WWU, the refineries and loggers, we have a tremendous diversity of influences

available here.  Don't waste them.  
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Idea Author: EJames B

 
Number of Stars 5

 
Number of Comments 7

 
Comment 1: If you attend any meetings concerning growth it is very obvious that the

development and real estate community try to overpower our planners and council members.

Average property owners can not afford to pay the high property taxes and fees anymore.

Development must pay for development.  | By Ddonna M

 
Comment 2: Sorry I wasn't more clear.  We are no longer willing to financially subsidize

residential development... and, we are especially not interested in doing so when the adverse

impacts of the development itself reduces our quality of life and our levels of service.

 

Our property taxes are being used to subsidize development (essentially a transfer of wealth

from existing homeowners to developers) AND, in return, we have more traffic congestion and

overcrowded parks, schools, libraries and jails.  We pay more for less.  Why would we

continue doing that? | By Larry H

 
Comment 3: I was actually even fuzzier than that, using "petition" in a generic way to cover

every request developers make. Maybe that amounts to just the application, I just assumed

there are downstream steps like appeals as well.

 

I will also confess to getting process fatigue when I was on the PC myself. Testimony from

both sides of this divide was sometimes salient, but often ill-informed or deliberately

misleading. I assume that those testifying at the hearing you reference were exactly as you

say; there was a lot of that. Hopefully you didn't take the OP's or my remarks to suggest

anything about those individuals or that meeting.

 

I'm confused by "we are no longer willing to financially subsidize residential development that

reduces our quality of life and levels of service." Did you mean improves vs. reduces?

 

| By Allen M

 
Comment 4: I assume when you wrote developer’s “petition” you meant “application,” either for

a subdivision or for a building permit.  It is important to understand that a developer can sue

the local government for financial damages if an “application” is improperly denied.  On the

other hand, average citizens can sue a local government to deny the application but not for

financial damages.  Guess which side local governments will always acquiesce to?

 

In the situation I’m referring to (the adoption of the population growth forecast for the comp
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plan update), there is no risk of financial damages, so there is no reason to acquiesce to either

side.  But the planning commission bias is overwhelming.  Had you personally attended any of

the four meetings (3 work sessions and 1 public hearing), you might have seen it for yourself.

 

Those ‘average citizens’ who testified did not make any inflammatory portrayals of the

opposition.  Instead, they presented facts along with their vision, goals and priorities for the

future of Bellingham.  All for naught.

 

The primary reason the two groups are opposed has to do with the fact that we are no longer

willing to financially subsidize residential development that reduces our quality of life and levels

of service.  If residential development could occur without requiring a financial subsidy while

maintaining the quality of life and levels of service, we would not be diametrically opposed. | By

Larry H

 
Comment 5: I agree, it has not happened and needs to change. Working with a lot of people

Planning and Community Development over the years, I know they recognize this and really

work hard to do their part. And the reasons we still don't have balance are many and complex.

 

For just one example, when the city has gray areas to interpret in a developer's petition, they

always face a legal challenge from commercial interests if they choose one way vs. the other.

They could reasonably be seen to be remiss in their fiduciary duties if frequently in court.

(Personally, I'd like to see them in court more often, I think they are way too conservative on

this front.)

 

I recently came to believe that what we may really need is a strong, well-funded independent

entity to represent noncommercial interests. One that could provide an equal threat of legal

action to balance the city's decision criteria. With the specter of landing in court either way, the

city would be free to choose according to their real beliefs about development, uncolored by

the fiduciary issue.

 

PS -  I think the topic here wasn't about whether there is a real oppositional situation, and that

no one is being naïve. I'm sorry if I wrote in too much haste to be clear. It was about how we

engage when in that situation, and the basic philosophical difference between inflammatory

portrayals of the opposition vs. trying to work together. That sounds like Chamberlain only if

you assume that the needed leadership for a balance of power can never happen, and that

there's no conceivable version of development that isn't diametrically opposed to the public

interest.  | By Allen M

 
Comment 6: Allen, I agree that when pro-development forces - who have a “commercial

interest” (read: profit incentive) in the outcome - dedicate an inordinate amount of “time, money

and legal influence” in the growth process, then local governments should provide “special

consideration for citizens without direct commercial interests – who make up a significant
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majority.”

 

Unfortunately, that has not happened.

 

Consequently, the average citizens are faced with a choice:  Chamberlain’s ‘appeasement’ or

Churchill’s ‘steadfastness’, and we all know how well appeasement worked out.

 

It is not a matter of setting groups against each other.  The two groups are naturally

diametrically opposed.  It is naïve to think otherwise. | By Larry H

 
Comment 7: 100% agree about not setting groups against each other. I've seen both sides of

the developer/non-developer tension close up, and am equally sympathetic with both sides.

And "for the people rather than for developers" is on its face dehumanizing language bound to

feel inflammatory to developers and encourage oppositional thinking. 

 

But before jumping too hard on the apparently self-righteous, it also must be noted that citizens

are essentially a disadvantaged class when it comes to influencing municipal decisions. Any

party with a commercial interest in outcomes, including but not limited to land developers, have

a singularness of purpose that allows them to dedicate far more time, money and legal

influence than any ad-hoc group of citizens can muster.

 

For them, all that is cost of business that is expected to result in more revenue eventually. For

even organized citizen groups, any counterbalancing efforts are all just cost in time away from

family, work, and life in general - they have to spend their 40 hours a week on other matters,

so there's no offsetting income on the horizon to incentivize a balancing force in the market of

ideas.

 

So while I strongly agree that we need to not set groups against each other by framing issues

as us-vs-them, we can still recognize that there is a market of ideas that are in fact competing

in a positive way.  It is the charter role of government to ensure that the entire citizenry is

served. In this situation that requires providing special consideration for citizens without direct

commercial interests – who make up a significant majority – in achieving that balance.

 

Our goal has to be to bring both sides to the table constructively.  | By Allen M

 
Idea Title: Focus on what it takes to live

 
Idea Detail: David Suzuki said it best.... Air, Water, Soil

You need air to breathe or you are dead in 3 min. - clean air

You need water without it you are dead in three day - clean water

Food - healthy soil means healthy local food to eat
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Idea Author: Shannon M

 
Number of Stars 5

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Provide cumulative financial impact information.

 
Idea Detail: If the desire is to KEEP Bellingham a great place to live, City strategies should

focus on those of us currently living here. The deliberation of all proposals should contain

"What does it cost to live here now, and what will it cost citizens if we do 'proposed option'?"

In order to answer the question, it would be helpful to provide citizens and council members

the total impact of all current fees and taxes on citizens, similar to bond and levy information in

the voter's pamphlet.

Perhaps formatted as a statement of property tax per $1000 inclusive of state, county, city,

schools, Greenways, HOME Fund and proposed increases, along with inclusive sales tax

implications per $100 broken down and provided with the existing fiscal impact statement on

the City budget included in the council agenda packet.  

Additionally, the same type of impact statement on our household utilities (cable, phone,

power, water/watershed/sewer) would be very informative for prioritization of issues. 

 
Idea Author: Alexandra W

 
Number of Stars 4

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Current council individual agenda documents do include fiscal impacts to the City

budget, which is so large and complex it becomes conceptually abstract to this citizen.   | By

Alexandra W

 
Idea Title: To cover the coal trains with tarps.

 
Idea Detail: If B.N.S.F. covers up their coal trains, less coal with pollute Bellingham Bay and

other areas surrounding the train tracks.

 
Idea Author: Dani T

 
Number of Stars 4

 
Number of Comments 0
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Idea Title: Create an actionable vision statement

 
Idea Detail: I'm sure Bellingham probably has a vision statement*, but when I see the kind of

generic, copycat urban buildout we're starting, it's clear that we may as well not have one.

 

That may sound like it is punting the "specific" part of your question, and you're looking for the

components to build a vision. But I feel like this community is on record with those parts (e.g.,

WAG et al), and what we need is a mechanism and the civic will to make them happen.

 

So the strategy I'd like to see is creating a legal framework that can effectively enforce

whatever vision we come up with. I think there's a lot of vision fatigue here because we're

losing faith that it amounts to more than a few pounds of paper on a shelf somewhere.

 

*...or not, Googling that turns up 0 in the first 2 pages.

 
Idea Author: Allen M

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 4

 
Comment 1: That's disappointing... Clearly out of date anyway now, and a responsible process

to create a current vision would take at least a year if past experience is any indication.

 

The lack of a vision statement does explain a bit. Not as if it's a panacea or anything, but

absent guiding principles for city leadership, tactical actions will always tend to wander in

response only to the pressures of the current moment. I wish we had a more stable and

intentional star to navigate by.  | By Allen M

 
Comment 2: The City must have a copy somewhere, but it didn't show up in a search of their

web site.  The Library has one reference copy, however  307.12 VISIONS. I note that it was

completed in 1992, and it seem pretty clear that nobody in authority now is paying that much

attention to it.  Actionable?  I guess not. | By Tristan S

 
Comment 3: Can you link to it?  | By Allen M

 
Comment 4: Bellingham has a wonderful Vision Statement, worked on by hundreds of people,

but is not a subject of conversation lately. | By Louise B

 
Idea Title: Maintaining a compact form & promoting infill 
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Idea Detail: Bellingham is a unique city in Western WA, because we have maintained a distinct

identity from our neighboring towns & cities. It is important to maintain a distinguishable buffer

from our city and surrounding County. Maintaining a compact form and promoting infill within

our City will help us revitalize downtown, create walkable neighborhoods and support small

businesses.

 
Idea Author: Garrett O

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Stop spreading out. Improve the transit system.

 
Idea Detail: If things are denser, it will be easier, cheaper, safer and more pleasant to get

around and to take care of the daily tasks of life.

 
Idea Author: Stoney B

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: The town needs to be affordable and keep its young people. 

 
Idea Detail: I think our town is changing and becoming less interesting because only well to do

people can make it here. It isn't the mix it used to be, which made it vital. When all the well to

do age out of their homes, who are going to buy them? There isn't a strong middle class here

and I see economic problems in the future with real estate and baby boomers dying off. I was

reading about the success of Minneapolis in having a thriving middle class and it has to do with

neighborhood design and keeping people in the city. Poor, creative young people don't leave

because they have housing and they eventually move up. Neighborhoods are designed so that

they have all the housing types in one place and people love the area and stay and prosper as

they age. It sounds v organic and how life used to be, actually, in the US.

 
Idea Author: sue W

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0
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Idea Title: Add new ferry routes. 

 
Idea Detail: It might be interesting to negotiate with Washington State Ferries to add new

routes from Bellingham to Port Angeles and Victoria, B.C. These are destinations that require

several hours of driving, and would draw interest not only from local residents, but from

neighboring counties and folks from B.C.. Visitors would be brought into Bellingham to boost

the local economy, and people here could go on little excursions without the long drive around

the Olympia Peninsula. 

 
Idea Author: Aurela S

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Affordable housing

 
Idea Detail: We need to spend money on affordable housing. Also, expand mental health

programs to divert individuals who would otherwise be put in jail to get the care they need. I

believe infractions like not paying parking or driving w/o a license should not mean jail time.

Why can't we have a "work corp" that forces these people to put in community service time to

pay their fines? These people should not be filling up our jail! I believe half our prison

population in B'ham does not need to be in jail. I believe they need punishment so why can't

we put them to work cleaning up our parks and highways? We could do a LOT MORE with

this. We need a new jail, but not the size you propose is necessary OR to house the Sheriff's

department! The plans are way out of line so start over if you have to. The price is ridiculous

and too many people are being jailed for light infractions. It's cheaper to expand on a few

social programs than run a new jail.Building that big won't leave $ to run the thing!

 
Idea Author: Louann C

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Keep the festivals coming and add more public transportation.

 
Idea Detail: When visiting other cities I often park my car and explore on foot. We have some

good trails here but they are not always easy to get to. How about a ride to the trails?
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Idea Author: Ellen C

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: An Open Streets event! | By Joe W

 
Idea Title: New ferry destinations in Port Angeles, Seattle & Victoria

 
Idea Detail: Our ferry routes in Bellingham are extremely limited. We have a nice port, so why

not make the routes much more interesting?

 

My idea: to lobby Washington State Ferries to create new ferry routes from Bellingham to

places where more people would like to go -- Port Angeles, Seattle and Victoria, BC. Port

Angeles and Victoria require very long drives, and Seattle would just be a nice destination for

people who don't relish the long drive. The Seattle port is right downtown and would be inviting

to Bellingham folks who would like to occasionally spend the day in Seattle.

 

Not only would the new routes bring visitors from all the new destinations to Bellingham; it

would bring people in neighboring counties and BC to Bellingham so they could take

advantage of the new routes.

 

And that's my idea to make Bellingham an even better place to live.

 
Idea Author: Aurela S

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Make Railroad Avenue into the true center of town. 

 
Idea Detail: Change from parking lot (now) to people-friendly place. Eliminate 1/2 the parking,

widen sidewalks, add protected Bike lanes, allow businesses to use parklets to expand beyond

sidewalk. Add mid-block crosswalks, add transit stops for selected outer area buses, #401 for

example. Save trees, lower speed limit to 15 mph. RR Avenue is the connection from N-S bike

trails. Design & use it for that!

 
Idea Author: Joe W
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Number of Comments 0
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Topic Name: Focusing Limited Resources
 
Idea Title: Make sure all neighborhoods have quality of life amenities. 

 
Idea Detail: Stable zoning in our single family neighborhoods make residents feel that the city

values our neighborhoods.  If people have predictability regarding what can be built next to

them, they have more energy to fix up their neighborhood or be more involved in the

community.

Some areas have covenants to protect them and provide the predictability.  In neighborhoods

without covenants, people count on the City to not change the development rules.  

 
Idea Author: Louise B

 
Number of Stars 14

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: The costs of growth, economic, social, and environmental

 
Idea Detail: To what extent do today's citizens subsidize future growth? That is, how much of

the public infrastructure required to support new development (roads, water system, sewer

system, storm-water management, libraries, police, fire and EMS, parks, etc) is paid for by new

development and how much by the existing residents (who likely do not benefit from such

growth).

What are the resource constraints the city faces to population growth. The amount of land in

Whatcom County has not and will not change. Do we want to keep expanding UGAs until no

open space, farms, and forests remain?

What are the noneconomic costs of growth in terms of great traffic congestion, more crowded

parks and libraries, and declining ability to know one's neighbors are population grows?

 
Idea Author: Eric H

 
Number of Stars 13

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: We should NOT keep expanding UGA's. Bellingham has to realize that they must

start growing up and grow up not out! No, we don't want 30 story high rises but we/you must

realize that if Bellingham is going to keep growing it must go out. The rural areas should be

kept for growing food for animals and people. The climate is changing so more products will

grow in the county. Once the ground is covered with sprawl the chance to grow crops is gone.
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The new development should pay for the infrastructure. Not the citizens that have paid for

years to live here and continue to pay.

 

It seems to me that developers are handlied like gods and get just about anythign they want

and don't have to pay. They are the only ones that end up with anything good out of the

growth. The long time residents certainly don't gain anything except more traffic and higher

taxes. | By Ddonna M

 
Idea Title: Drug and homelessness counseling instead of incarceration.

 
Idea Detail: It's a walk in the park, we all know that people need to talk to a support system to

get over their problems. The money we save putting people behind bars and serving them

three meals a day can be better spent on treatment.

 
Idea Author: Ellen C

 
Number of Stars 11

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: To get more family fun places.

 
Idea Detail: In Bellingham, there need to be more places for family fun, this includes laser tag

and chuck E cheese.

 
Idea Author: Dani T

 
Number of Stars 10

 
Number of Comments 3

 
Comment 1: I don't know. | By Dani T

 
Comment 2: PS, check out Boys & Girls Club if you don't already use it, it's a pretty awesome

resource along these lines. | By Allen M

 
Comment 3: I like it, but what can the city do to support this? I don't know that it rises to the

level of getting special tax breaks when we could do more on that front for affordable housing

and green jobs, seems like a market issue. | By Allen M
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Idea Title: The waterfront. 

 
Idea Detail: The waterfront is the key to Bellingham's future success, as it was to its past

success. We are in transition from an industrial waterfront to - hopefully - a scenic and

recreational one. If we plan right, our waterfront will be for all the people of this city, not just a

privileged few in high-end waterfront condos and yacht basins. A beginning would be to

complete the long-postponed over-the-water walkway section. We need to secure the entire

waterfront (or as nearly as possible) as public access, for recreation and nature watching. We

should also promote an active working waterfront, including fisheries and boat-building. We

already have great parks (including Boulevard) and greenways. We need to now focus on the

entire waterfront, not just selected portions.

 
Idea Author: Andrew R

 
Number of Stars 9

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Public Safety and Health 

 
Idea Detail: Governments first priority should be to ensure public safety and health for its

citizens. Continuing the efforts to protect Lake Whatcom is important. Police and Life safety

should continue to get adequate funding for equipment and training. Funding for schools and

education should remain a priority. An educated community is the most effective way to

promote public safety and health.

 
Idea Author: Garrett O

 
Number of Stars 6

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Support housing and living-wage jobs.

 
Idea Detail: We need land for housing that the middle-income resident can afford.  We need

jobs that pay median income or better.

 
Idea Author: Linda T

 
Number of Stars 5
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Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Finish Over-Water Walkway from Boulevard Park to Cornwall

 
Idea Detail: This will give a trail connection between downtown, Fairhaven, and beyond. The

more that is done with the waterfront the more livable Bellingham will become. The sign in

Boulevard Park indicates that work on this walkway was to begin in 2015. No sign of it yet. 

 
Idea Author: David G

 
Number of Stars 5

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Develop waterfront and buy more green space

 
Idea Detail: Waterfront needs focus and cash but efforts here…..leave forested areas alone for

green space

 
Idea Author: Lisa L

 
Number of Stars 5

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: We need green spaces in all parts of town.  Room for gardens is also increasingly

important.  | By Louise B

 
Idea Title: I think we are doing well but 

 
Idea Detail: we can always use more bike paths, safer transportation and less coal trains.

 
Idea Author: Ellen C

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Add oil trains  to less list! | By Joe W

 
Idea Title: Make sure any jail plans are based on a comprehensive review
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Idea Detail: Without a comprehensive review of how the criminal justice system is working,

projections of the jail population are meaningless. It is an abuse of those embroiled in the

system, and a baseless expense for taxpayers.

 

There are numerous excellent alternatives to jail for those with mental health problems or

addictions. The efficiency with which the system processes people who are arrested and

awaiting arraignment or trial should be subjected to a detailed analysis. The most common

"criminal" offense is driving with a suspended license. This should not have to involve time in

the jail.

 

 
Idea Author: Stoney B

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: We all need clean drinking water - Lake Whatcom Watershed

 
Idea Detail: One of the most impaired water bodies is our source of water to drink - clean it up.

 

Live ? Walkable, bikeable, buss-able neighborhoods multi-zoned with Accessory Dwellings.

Compact, affordable communities. Use the Infill Toolkit in every neighborhood and use Form

Based Codes so you can live and work in the same neighborhood. Clean air, healthy soil, local

food.

Job? Investment and jobs in clean air, water, energy, soil, planning, salmon - a keystone

species about to be lost to pollution.....

Play? Protect our environment, waters, snow, lakes, rivers, ocean, trails/bike path, parks,

natural resources, community assets and connection to community.

 
Idea Author: Shannon M

 
Number of Stars 3

 
Number of Comments 1

 
Comment 1: Stop building more houses on North Shore. Too many already! | By Joe W

 
Idea Title: Housing First
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Idea Detail: Many cities in the US are discovering that for the chronically homeless - often

associated with addiction or mental health problems - the best and cheapest solution is not to

tie (and ourselves) up with "qualifying" them for housing, but simply to put them in housing,

and then let the services for their problems follow in due course.

 
Idea Author: Stoney B

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Creating housing for homeless people

 
Idea Detail: Studies done in B.C. on homelessness which show a clear cost savings of

providing housing with support services over simply providing services to homeless people.

Continually putting out fires can be very costly and bring very little return. I propose that the

City hire a grant writer to seek funding for housing for homeless people. As they obtain

funding, organizations which already provide support services could serve the formerly-

homeless people in their new group homes.

 
Idea Author: Aurela S

 
Number of Stars 2

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Stop elimating wetlands in the city and cutting down trees. 

 
Idea Detail: We will need clean air in the future in Bellingham not out in Lummi.  Stop

mitigating and eliminating wetlands in the city.  Require new building to have rainwater

gardens to clean toxins from run off.  

 
Idea Author: Jean R

 
Number of Comments 0

 
Idea Title: Enforce cleanup of "nusiance properties"

 
Idea Detail: We have been asking the city to intervene in the cleanup of our neighbor's

property for the past 5 years.  It seems that the city lacks the ability to force compliance even

though the property is a clear fire and health hazard ( harboring rats and other rodents) We
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were told by a firefighter that visited the property ( a smoldering fire from papers set too close

to a water heater) that if their house were to catch fire, ours will burn as well.  Thousands of

dollars have been spent on attempts to get this neighbor to clean up, countless court hours,

counseling, mental health assessments etc.  All to no avail.  Now it is being transferred to civil

court and the process starts all over again.  Looking at ordinances against "nuisance"

properties in other cities, it seems that Bellingham could benefit by tightening up it's

ordinances in regard to this problem. 

 
Idea Author: Sue B

 
Number of Comments 0
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Topic Name (Instant Poll): Our Growing City
 
Idea Title: Increased crime

 
Number of votes: 76

 
Idea Title: Impacts on rural and agricultural lands

 
Number of votes: 74

 
Idea Title: Increased traffic

 
Number of votes: 69

 
Idea Title: Environmental impacts, incl. air and water quality

 
Number of votes: 67

 
Idea Title: Impacts on neighborhood character

 
Number of votes: 60

 
Idea Title: Impacts on the "small town" feel of Bellingham

 
Number of votes: 28

 
Comments

 
Number of Comments 4

 
Comment 1: I would really like to see affordable cottage housing on Lincoln St between Fred

Meyer and Maple St. The topography lends itself to a nicely developed area with easy access

to transit, the elementary school, park facilities and other services. For young families with

children considering purchase, this makes a great option.   | By Alexandra W

 
Comment 2: Unfortunately, we lost our small town feel quite some time ago. Bellingham sorely

needs to upgrade our road infrastructure to handle all of the high density development planned

to occur. So far, very little has been done and we are actually reducing transportation on

Alabama soon, abandoning our original plan to have a bike/ped corridor parallel to Alabama.

There must be a serious focus on fixing our affordability problem - we all know the lack of

single-family homes has created serious competition for what little is available.  The law of
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supply and demand has not and never will be repealed. We need un-subsidized homes for our

working families, nobody wants to raise their children in an apartment.

We also need to build near our school locations so our young citizens can ride their bike or

walk to school. It's not environmentally responsible to bus 90% of our students to Wade King

because of short sighted inconsistent planning decisions.

I want my beautiful, safe Bellingham back.

| By Jack P

 
Comment 3: I am far more concerned about the abundance of affordable housing in the

downtown neighborhood and the exceedingly high homeless population.

 

Another concern of equal or greater value involve the hurdles impeding development city-wide,

both residential and commercial, such as impact fees that rival markets like Bellevue. The

commercial real estate values here are so low compared to the Seattle-Tacoma-Everett

market yet these hurdles are drastically slowing the growth potential that this amazing part of

the world holds.

 

What if it were easy for large companies to relocate to Bellingham? Downtown can now

accommodate massive amounts of density, but developers will not build using steel and

concrete (no high-rise construction) until the rents begin to reflect a higher-income

demographic. If the hospital, city, and university are the three largest employers, it will take a

while to hit this critical mass. | By Spencer W

 
Comment 4: Great comments Spencer W6.  I think you make some great points.

The main one being that our local economy, and our low average and median

wages in the City of Bellingham simply cannot support the high cost construction of

our Urban Villages or a very high density downtown or waterfront.  This is

something that Bellingham has been struggling with for decades.  I recently went

to the presentation sponsored by the city and the presenter said that the only way

we could kickstart an urban village on Samish would be to spend many, many

millions of dollars to rebuild Samish Way.  We can't even afford to repair our

neighborhood streets, how would Bellingham come up with that kind of money just

on the hope that someone might want to build something there? | By Jack P
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